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Congressman Udall Introduces New Version of Energy Mobilization Board Legislation

On 10/22/79 Rep. Morris K. Udall (D-Ariz. ) introduced H.R. 5660.,. a new version of
legislation to create the President's proposed Energy Mobilization Board and put
the licensing of important energy projects on a "fast track." H.R. 5660 differs

in various respects from H.R. 4985 and H.R. 4862, bills recently reported out by

the House Interior Committee (chaired by Rep. Udall) and the House Commerce
Committee, respectively. The House bills, in turn, differ from S. 1308 , the

Senate's bill to create an EMB which was passed on 10/4/79.

A proposal for an EMB was included in new energy proposals announced on 7/16/79 by

President Carter designed to reduce oil imports by 4.5 million b/d by 1990. The

President's proposal was subsequently introduced in the Senate by Senator Henry

Jackson (D-Wash.), Chairman of the Senate Energy Committee. As passed by the
Senate on 10/4/79, S. 1308 would create an Energy Mobilization Board to establish
priorities for energy projects which are in the national interest, including
reasonable deadlines which would be binding on all federal, state and local

agencies. If any federal, state or local agency failed to make a decision or take

an action within the time required, the EMB could make the decision or perform the 1
action in lieu of the agency. The Senate rejected an alternative which would have
excluded certain of this authority over state and local governments.

On the House side, the Interior Committee approved H.R. 4985 on 7/26/79, estab-

lishing an EMB which could not waive state or local law, although the President

could waive time requirements for federal agency action, and governors could waive
state and local time rules. Subsequently, on 9/12/79, the Commerce Committee
approved H.R. 4862, under which the Board could recommend waiver of federal, state
and local statutes to the President who, in turn, could forward the final decision

to Congress. This decision would be subject to a one-House veto. (See REPORT

NOS. 1218, ppl-2; 1227, pp17-18; 1230, ppl-7.)

On 10/25/79 the House Rules Committee decided that the versions reported by the
House Interior and House Commerce Committees would both be considered on the

floor, together with any amendments which are printed in the Congressional Record
by 10/29/79. This would include Rep. Udall's version (H.R. 5660), which was
introduced on 10/19/79 as a separate bill and as an amendment in the nature of a
substitute to H.R. 4985. In so doing, Rep. Udall emphasized that his proposal
"moves closer to the outlines of the President's proposal than did the version
reported by the Interior Committee .... It is the product of discussion with
members, the governors and local officials, industry and environmental groups.
While it does not bear the stamp of formal Committee approval, it·enjoys the
informal'support of a wide range of political philosophy on the Committee."

Specifically, H.R. 5660 would create a five-member EMB to promuglate regulations
establishing procedures and criteria for the submission of applications for an
order designating an energy project as a Priority Energy Project. The application
must include detailed information to permit the Board to make a designation as a
Priority Energy Project; identify each agency required to make a decision with
respect to such project; and determine the agency decisions which must be made
with respect thereto. Further, the application must include a design proposal for
the project; economic data on costs and benefits thereof; energy to be produced or
conserved thereby; and an analysis of the social health and safety and environ-
mental impacts of the project, including mitigating measures.

Promptly following receipt of such an application, the Board must publish a notice
thereof in the Federal Register and notify appropriate federal, state and local
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agencies, the governors of affected states, the Senate Energy and House Interior

and Commerce Committees, and "other interested parties." Written comments: may be
submitted within 45 days of the notice. ,.

I .

Within 45 days after expiration of the comment period, the Board must either
approve or reject the application for an order designating the energy project as a
Priority Energy Project. In making this determination, the EMB must consider (1)

the extent to which the project would reduce the nation's dependence on imported

oil or other nonrenewable resources; (2) the magnitude of any economic and social
impacts and costs associated therewith in relation to alternatives; (3) the extent

to which the project would make use of renewable energy resources or conserve

energy and contribute to development of new production or conservation technologies;

(4) the time normally required to obtain all necessary agency decisions; (5) adverse

impacts; (6) the extent to which the project would impinge on presently available

(or future) water resources; (7) the comments received concerning the project; (8)

regions of the country that will be most heavily impacted or benefitted by the
project; (9) the availability of significant economic, environmental or technical

data; (10) the anticipated effects upon competition and the energy industry; (11)
the magnitude of any adverse environmental impacts; and (12) the cost effectiveness

and energy efficiency of the project.

Regulations under this section must be submitted to both Houses of Congress and

will take effect after 60 days unless vetoed by either House. Also, not more than

75 Priority Energy Projects may be designated by the Board and not more than 20
thereof may be designated in any one calendar year.

After designation of any Priority Energy Project, the EMB must promptly notify the
governor of each state and each Indian Tribe in which any portion of the project
will be located and they may appoint a nonvoting member to the Board to partici-

pate in decisions respecting the project, including decisions relating to the
Project Decision Schedule described below.

Also, within 45 days after a Priority Energy Project is designated, each agency
having authority to make any decisions with respect thereto must transmit to the

EMB (1) a compilation of all significant actions which the agency and the appli-

cant must take before a decision can be made (and a summary of legal procedural
requirements); (2) a tentative schedule for completing such actions and making
such decisiens; and (3) the amount of funds and personnel available to the agency

for these purposes (and the effect thereof on other required agency actions).

Upon receiving this information, the EMB must seek mutual agreement with the

affected agencies and applicants on a practical and expedited Project Decision
Schedule, which then must be published within 45 days. The Project Decision
Schedule must clearly identify the order in which decisions are to be made by each

agency concerning the project and clearly identify the deadlines applicable to

such decisions. The Project Decision Schedule may also recommend concurrent
review of applications and joint hearings by state and local agencies. Whenever
the schedule is inconsistent with any other schedule that would otherwise apply,
it will apply in lieu of the latter and must be binding on the agency and all
other persons to which the schedule applies. The Project Decision Schedule must
"be reasonably designed to ensure complete consideration of all matters concerning
such project under applicable law and to ensure adequate participation by
interested parties in applicable proceedings." The bill contains provisions
permitting modification of the Project Decision Schedule upon petition of any
agency under certain conditions.

.
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The EMB must monitor compliance with the Project Decision Schedule by agencies and
persons to whom it applies and require them to submit information regatding compli-
ance. "If the Board determines that a·Priority Energy Project is being delayed or
threatened with delay, the Board shall determine the reason for such delay or

threatened delay and notify the appropriate agencies and other persons of its
determination."

Except as otherwise provided in the bill, the Project Decision Schedule and each

agency decision and other actions with respect to deadlines or timetables must be

consistent "with the statutory obligations applicable to the agencies governed by
such schedule."

If any agency fails (or is likely to fail) to comply with a Project Decision
Schedule, the EMB may bring an expedited enforcement action in the appropriate
U.S. District Court. If any federal, state or local agency then fails to make a
decision or take an action pursuant to a court order, the President may perform
the action or make the decision in lieu of the agency.

The EMB's authority will expire seven years after the date of enactment.

H.R. 4985 (the House Interior Committee version) would also establish a five-

member EMB to promulgate regulations establishing criteria for applications for an

order designating an energy project as a Priority Energy Project. Such applica-
tion must "include such detailed information as the Board deems necessary to

enable it to make such a designation . . ., to identify each agency required to
make an agency decision with respect to such project, and to enable such· agencies
to determine the agency decisions which they are required to make with respect to
such projects."

Within 30 days after the application, the Board must publish a notice thereof in
the Federal Register and provide 45 days for written comment. Within 45 days
thereafter, the Board must decide whether the energy project will be designated as
a Priority Energy Project. In making this decision, the Board must consider
similar type information as required in Rep. Udall's version described above.

H.R. 4985 provides that no more than 24 Priority Energy Projects may be pending
certification at any one time, and no more than 12 may be designated in any one
calendar year.

Like H.R. 5660, this bill would also direct each agency having authority to make a
decision with respect to a designated Priority Energy Project to submit a compila-
tion of all significant actions required by the agency and the applicant before a
decision can be made (and a summary of legal procedural requirements), a tentative
schedule for completing such actions, and a statement of the amount of funds and
personnel available to the agency to take such action.

Within 60 days after the above information is submitted, H.R. 4985 directs the
EMB, in consultation with appropriate agencies, to publish a Project Decision
Schedule for all agency decisions relating to the project. The schedule must
clearly identify the order in which the decisions must be obtained to carry out
the Priority Energy Project, and may also recommend concurrent review of applica-
tions and joint hearings by the agencies and instrumentalities. "Whenever such

Project Decision Schedule is not consistent with the schedule which would apply
under otherwise applicable rules and regulations, such Project Decision Schedule
shall apply in lieu of such otherwise applicable schedule and shall be reasonably
designed to ensure adequate consideration of all matters concerning such project
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under applicable law and to ensure adequate participation by parties in applicable
proceedings. " Moreover, the schedule must "be consistent with the statutoty obliga-
tion of the agencies governed by such schedule," and the designatign as a Priority
Energy Project "shall not be construed to affect the application to such project
of any requirement established by, or pursuant to, federal, state or local law;

the basis on which any agency decision is made with respect to such project; and
the outcome of any such decision."

Also, no deadline (or extension thereof) may result in the total time for federal,

state or local agency action exceeding nine months from the time the notice
appears of an order designating the Priority Energy Project.

The EMB must monitor compliance with the Project Decision Schedule. If the Board

determines that a Priority Energy Project is being delayed or threatened with delay,
it must determine the reason and notify the appropriate agencies and other persons
of its determination. With respect to federal agencies, the Board "may establish
such procedures as it deems appropriate to bring such agency into compliance with
the Project Decision Schedule." If a deadline for a Tinal decision or action by a

federal agency has elapsed, the President must make the decision or perform the
action within 60 days in lieu of the federal agency. The President may also grant
a 120-day extension of the time for federal agency action.

H.R. 4985 also permits an agency to make a negative determination within its
authority, in which case the Priority Energy Project will be terminated.

The bill includes provisions for state cooperation. Specifically, the EMB must
notify the governor of any state where a Priority Energy Project would be located
and request him to supply (1) a compilation of significant actions required by the
state and local governments and the applicant before the project can be completed;
(2) a schedule for completing such actions; and (3) all necessary application
forms which the applicant must complete. After consultation with state and local
authorities, the EMB must propose a decision schedule to assist state and local
authorities in coordinating their activities with the Federal Government. The
Board may participate or intervene in the proceeding of any state or local agency
(which permits such participation or intervention) in order to request the agency
to adopt the Board's recommended procedures. If the Board determines that a pro-

ject is being delayed or threatened with delay by the inability or unwillingness
of any state· or local government to implement a schedule for timely review and
decision, it must notify the governor and transmit to Congress a statement
describing the delay and recommend action to alleivate it.

Furthermore, 1 whenever the Board determines, after consultation with the affected

agencies, that any federal, state or local time requirement for agency action is
unreasonable and presents a substantial impediment to the agency decision specified
in the Project Decision Schedule, the Board may recommend to the President (with
respect to federal agencies) or chief executive officer of the state involved
(with respect to state and local agencies) that the time requirement be waived in

whole or in part. Within 30 days, the President may submit such recommendation to
Congress, which will take effect after 30 days unless vetoed by either House.

The Board's authority would expire seven years after the date of enactment.

H.R. 4985 (the House Commerce Committee version) would also establish a five-

member Energy Mobilization Board to promulgate regulations establishing procedures
and criteria for applications for an order designating an energy project as a

Priority Energy Project. The application must include information generally

.
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similar to the information which must be provided under both H.R. 5660 and
H.R. 4862 described above. Also, H.R. 4985 and H.R. 4862 are similar wi'th respect
to publishing the notice of the application, providing for written comments,

designation of the Priority Energy Project, extension of deadlines, transmission

of information by the states and establishment of a Project Decision Schedule.

With respect to monitoring compliance with a Project Decision Schedule, H.R. 4985

would permit the EMB -- if it determines that a Priority Energy Project is being

delayed or threatened with delay -- to "take such actions as it deems appropriate
to bring such agency and other persons into compliance with the Project Decision
Schedule."

H.R. 4985 further provides that if the EMB determines, after consultation with the

agencies concerned, that any federal, state or local requirement presents a sub-
stantial procedural or substantive impediment to the making of any agency decision
in a manner which will permit implementation of a Priority Energy Project according
to the schedule, the Board may recommend to the President that such requirement be
waived in whole or in part. The EMB may also review any federal, state or local

requirement promulgated after establishment of the schedule to determine if it

presents similar impediments to implementation of the project and may then recom-
mend to the President that the requirement be waived in whole or in part. If the

President determines such a waiver to be in the national interest, he may transmit
this determination to Congress which will then be subject to one-House veto.

The EMB would terminate on 9/30/85.

Differences between H.R. 4962 and H. R. 5660 were described in a statement released

by Rep. Udall. He explained that unlike the Commerce Committee bill, H. R. 5660
does not grant the EMB authority to recommend the waiver of substantive local,
state and federal laws, although it does give the Board the power to set deadlines
and to temporarily·suspend new laws. Also, it would delegate to the President the
power to decide cases where state or local governments have not acted. "But in

every case of enforcement, the government will be following the law. Under the
Commerce version, the law would be waived .... The Commerce bill is an

unbridled assult on the fundamental American notion that the direction of the

economic and industrial future of a city or state is best decided by the people
and governments of those states. Certainly, there has been necessary incursion
into this principle and the presence of federal policy is strongly felt in all
regions. But we should not go so far to impose wholesale federal power to wipe
out opportunities for local governments to decide how their communities will
develop."

GAO Report Recommends Establishment of Energy Mobilization Board for Expediting Review
of Priority Energy Projects

On 10/15/79 the General Accounting Office (GAO) released a report recommending the
establishment by Congress of an Energy Mobilization Board to provide for expedited
consideration of priority energy projects. The report based its recommendations
in part on an analysis of the circumstances surrounding the cancellation of plans
by the Standard Oil Co. of Ohio (Sohio) to construct a major west-to-east crude oil
pipeline to carry surplus Alaskan North Slope crude oil from Long Beach, California
to Midland, Texas. The PACTEX project was treated as a case study of problems
associated with federal, state and local approvals of priority energy projects by
the report.
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In analyzing the PACTEX project, the GAO found that the greatest amount of delay
resulted from attempts to obtain the appropriate state and local air quality per-
mits for the California terminal. The rep,ort also noted that the Environmental
Protection Agency's failure to set clear and definitive requiremenEs on its new-
source offset policy contributed to controversies surrounding the grant of appropri-
ate air quality permits. Under the new-source offset policy, industry growth

would be permitted in a nonattainment area provided its emissions were offset by
emission reductions from existing installations. This policy was adopted in response
to concerns that the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1970, in establishing nonattainment
areas where no further industrial activity could occur, would cause a complete
suspension of industry growth, thereby creating economic and social hardships.
The report noted that specific problems with regard to the offset policy developed
because EPA provided no guidelines on how a new source review was to be conducted.
Given the lack of such guidelines, PACTEX officials were forced to engage in lengthy
negotiations with the California Air Resources Board regarding how such offsets
should be provided, how they should be measured, what actual amounts of emissions
needed to be offset, and whether a demonstration project using an unproven tech-
nology would'be acceptable. The report also stated that litigation related to the
offset policy further delayed the project. The delays, according to GAO, resulted
from the fact "there were very few or no precedents on which to base most
decisions ... the guidelines were developed as the project proceeded." This
lack of appropriate direction was exacerbated by the lack of an appropriate single
agency which would have jurisdiction to require that federal, state and local
agencies make decisions in advance in order to provide guidance to all parties
concerned.

The procedures in existence for expediting priority projects at the time of con-

sideration of the PACTEX were not viewed as adequate by the GAO report. Specifi- 
cally, the report noted that Title V of PURPA, which sets forth expedited pro-
cedures for decisions on west-to-east crude oil pipelines, did not contain any
provisions related to state or local law or litigation. The special treatment
outlined in PURPA thus provided no assistance to PACTEX in California, the report
said.

On the basis of the PACTEX experience, the report found valid reason for establish-
ment of a program administered by a single agency with appropriate jurisdictional
powers to expedite priority energy projects. The report noted that the existence
of such a program would eliminate the need for Congressional action on separate
projects, avoid duplicative judicial review, and provide standardized, equitable
procedures for all priority projects.

To administer such a program, GAO recommended the establishment of an Energy
Mobilization Board which would be reasonably independent, representative of various
interests, ahd invested with sufficient authority to designate priority projects,
set procedural deadlines and enforce permitting schedules. The report further
recommended that the Board be given the power to override disapproval of a given
project by any government entity. Legislation to establish such authority should,
however, be carefully drawn in order to prevent possible abuses. As an example,
the GAO report suggested that the legislation clearly specify the types of laws
which the Board must consider in arriving at any decision to override. The report

also recommended that such legislation specify limitations with regard to judicial
review. A sunset provision should also be incorporated, the report concluded.
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ERA Considers Program to Provide Electric Powerplants with Additional Natural Gas to
Induce Increased Coal and Other Nonpetroleum Fuel Usage and Production. of Heivy Oil

On 10/18/79 the ERA issued a notice of inquiry (ERA-R-79-49) with rspect to

"several possible changes to the existing federal system of gas regulation which
may provide incentives for the conversion of existing facilities to coal and other

nonpetroleum fuels, the building of new coal and other nonpetroleum fuel capable
facilities, and the increased production of heavy oil." The ERA requested com-

ments by 12/31/79 on two alternative mechanisms to achieve such goals: (1) the

adoption by ERA of a natural gas curtailment priority rule whereunder eligible

electric powerplants would receive high priority status in the curtailment plans

of interstate pipelines i f they agree to convert to coal within· a reasonable time,
such as five years; and (2) a proposal by ERA that the FERC adopt a direct pur-

chase transportation rule to facilitate transportation by interstate pipelines of
gas owned by powerplants which are scheduled to burn coal or a nonpetroleum fuel

at some specified date. 1/

At the outset, the ERA noted that a major purpose of the Powerplant and Industrial
Fuel Use Act is to encourage the greater use of coal and other nonpetroleum fuels
in lieu of natural gas and petroleum as a primary energy source. Also, the

President favors a program to encourage greater use of coal and to make natural

gas available for the production of heavy oils.

The ERA referred to several recent suggestions to achieve these goals. First, the

ERA said, the FERC -- in its 6/28/79 notice of inquiry (RM79-56) inviting comments

on a proposal to link incremental pricing and curtailment policies -- suggested

that the ERA could provide electric powerplants high priority status in the cur-
tailment plans of interstate pipelines to facilitate conversion to coal. 2/ Tradi-

tionally, the ERA stated, powerplants have been the first to be curtailed in a
natural gas shortage and many, because they have been continuously curtailed, have

had to develop other more costly sources of supply. The FERC suggested that

priority access to cheaper natural gas pipeline system supplies might represent
both an incentive and, since it is cheaper, a means for acquiring new coal burning

equipment or converting existing equipment to coal or other nonpetroleum fuels.

Others have suggested that priority access to natural gas may also result in
increased coal use by facilitating the opportunity for powerplants to obtain a
mixture exemption under FUA. / For example, use of gas along with coal in order

j/ Section 403 of the DOE Organization Act permits the ERA to propose rules to the
FERC for its consideration and adoption.

/ Specifically, in discussing what categories of users, in addition to large
industrial boiler fuel users, could be made subject to the FERC's proposal, the
Commission noted that electric utility boiler users are excluded by the NGPA from

incremental pricing, so that it is not clear whether the Commission's proposal
could be applied to such uses. "Assuming that electric utility boiler fuel users

are prime targets for coal conversion under the Fuel Use Act, it may make the most
sense to give electric utilities high priority access to natural gas if they are
either subject to a coal conversion order or have voluntarily provided sufficient
evidence that they will convert to coal within a reasonable period of time, perhaps
five years. This would give electric boiler fuel users the benefit of rolled-in
pricing as a means and an incentive for acquiring coal burning equipment."

1/ Specifically, under the FUA mixture exemption, powerplants may be granted
authorization by the ERA to burn natural gas and coal or another nonpetroleum
either in combination or on an intermittent basis.

fuel
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to meet required environmental standards would result in more total coal usage in
clean air nonattainment areas than would be possible with the use of coal alohd.

In addition, the use of gas in combination with synthetic fuels under· the FUA

mixture or synthetic fuel exemptions may facilitate the development of synthetic

fuels, such as synthetic natural gas produced from coal, by offsetting the costs
of such development.

The ERA also noted its concern that because of environmental problems, it may not
be possible to continue large-scale use of petroleum fuels to recover highly
viscous crude oil, primarily in California. Hence, ERA is exploring whether the
federal curtailment priority system or other natural gas authority may be used to
facilitate the use of natural gas to increase heavy oil production.

The ERA set forth for comment two specific proposals -- one involving the natural
gas curtailment priority rule issued by ERA, and the second involving a direct
purchase transportation rule to be issued by the FERC.

More specifically, the ERA explained, it could propose a rule directing that inter-
state pipelines may not curtail deliveries to designated electric utilities or
heavy oil producers unless necessary to meet the needs of essential industrial
process and feedstock uses, essential agricultural uses and high priority users
protected under the NGPA and ERA regulations. Any electric powerplant -- which
has received a temporary FUA exemption allowing it to burn gas while converting to
coal or alternate fuel use, received a permanent FUA exemption to burn a mixture
of gas and coal or gas and some other nonpetroleum fuel (including a synthetic
fuel), received a proposed or finhl FUA prohibition order, or indicated the intent
to voluntarily convert within a reasonable time (and provided sufficient evidence
thereof), or received a delayed compliance order under the Clean Air Act -- would
be placed in a curtailment plan priority just below essential industrial process
and feedstock uses if, ih compliance with the FUA exemption or a proposed or final
prohibition order, it has filed a plan complying with terms and conditions set by
the Secretary of Energy for increasing coal or other alternate fuel usage (includ-
ing synthetic fuel), converting to coal or another fuel (including a synthetic
fuel) or building new coal or alternative fuel burning facilities.

This priority would automatically terminate on the date that the powerplant's ERA-
approved compliance plan commits it to go exclusively to coal or other alternate
fuel use. Other powerplants would be placed in the same priority if they could
certify that a specified amount of gas, when used in combination with another fuel
for environmental purposes, would permit them to build new coal burning facilities
or otherwise increase their coal usage. Users of natural gas for heavy.' oil produc-
tion through thermal recovery methods would be placed in the same priority with
the designated coal users.

Implementation of this priority rule could be either on a generic basis or a case-
by-case approach. In the latter situation, the priority would only be given once
the FERC had determined that a specific powerplant had filed the required compli-
ance plans with DOE and was committed to phasing in an alternate fuel use. A
priority would be given to specific heavy oil production sites when the determina-
tion was made that production by other methods was impractical.

.

.

Under the second option, the ERA would propose that the FERC adopt a rule facili-
tating the granting of Section 7 transportation certificates to interstate pipe-
lines permitting the transportation of user-owned gas to the powerplants tempor-
arily allowed to burn gas under a FUA exemption or prohibition order. This would
Dermit the use of gas until existing facilities have been converted to coal or
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other nonpetroleum fuels (including synthetic fuels) as specified by terms and
conditions approved by the DOE Secretary; use of gas in existing facirities until
a new coal burning or alternate fuel facility is in place; oruse of gas on an
intermittent basis in a new coal burning facility to allow it to operate during

temporary periods when clean air standards are being violated. Also, the direct

purchase rule could permit the transportation of any gas or be limited only to the

first sale of high cost gas as defined by the FERC under the NGPA, or could allow
the FERC to condition the transportation approval to ensure that high priority
users will be served.

Further, the rule could facilitate the interstate transportation of user-owned gas

to oil producers who require the gas for heavy oil recovery, where the gas will
serve to initiate or increase heavy oil production.

The ERA requested specific comments on, among other things, whether (1) changes in

the curtailment priority system would provide an incentive or disincentive for
both conversion of existing facilities to coal and building of new coal or alter-
nate fuel burning facilities; (2) assignment of a priority to electric powerplants

should be done on a generic or case-by-case basis; (3) one of the two options
would induce greater coal usage than the other; (4) the costs to be incurred would

be measureably greater than the benefits to be obtained under such a program; (5)
any changes would increase coal usage and mitigate against potentially harmful

effects on other gas users; (6) other major fuel burning installations should be
included; (7) curtailment priority should be given at the end user level to those

electric powerplants who will convert to, or increase their useage of, coal or
other nonpetroleum fuels in light of direct state control over who receives
natural gas; and (8)natural gas supplies for the next decade will be sufficient to
warrant allowing powerplants access to natural gas under either of the proposed
options.

Six Companies Sign Contract for Purchase of Mexican Gas Imports

On 10/18/79 Border Gas, Inc., a consortium of six major U.S. natural gas companies,

signed a contract to purchase natural gas from Mexico: The contract provides for
the sale of 300 MMcf/d of natural gas at an initial rate of $3.625/Mcf. No details
were given regardirb price escalators, although officials of the Mexican state-
owned oil company (PEMEX) stated that the escalators will be based on a composite
of various crude oils.

Negotiations for sales began shortly after the 9/21/79 U.S. announcement of an
agreement with Mexican Government on imports. That agreement specified the $3.625
per Mcf rate but left the issue of quarterly price adjustments op*n for negotiations.

The six companies and their respective percentages of ownership interest in Border
Gas, Inc. are: Tenneco, Inc. (37.5%), Texas Eastern Corp. (27.5%), El Paso Co.
(15%), Transco Cos. (10%), Southern Natural Gas Co. (6-2/3%), and Continental

Resources Co. (3-1/3%). j/ In August of 1977, the same six companies filed an
application with the then FPC to import up to 2 Bcf/d of Mexican gas at a rate of
$2.60/Mcf. That price, which was tied to the price of No. 2 fuel oil, was deter-
mined to be too high by the Administration, and the Memorandum of Intentions
underlying the application subsequently expired on 12/31/77 after attempts to
negotiate an alternate price failed.

No date has yet been set for commencement of deliveries although U. S. and Mexican
officials previously expressed hope that a 1/1/80 startup date might be achieved.
The Border Gas, Inc. group plans deliveries as soon as necessary government
approvals are obtained.

1/ Continental Resources Co. is the successor to Florida Gas Co. through a merger
with the Continental Group, Inc. in August 1979.
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Northern and Columbia Gas Seek to Import Additional Long-Term Gas Supplies from Canada

On 10/11 and 10/24/79, respectively, applications were filed in the·ERA by (1)

Northern Natural Gas Co. (79-24-NG), to import up to 200,000 Mcf/d (73 Bcf per

year) -- and daily volumes in excess thereof if available on a best-efforts basis

-- from 11/1/80 through 10/31/94; and (2) Columbia Gas Transmission Corp.

(78-30-NG), to import 41,000 Mcf/d (13.6 Bcf per year) for a period of 15 years.

Both companies will purchase the gas at the applicable border price set by the NEB

(which was $2.80/MMBtu at the time the applications were filed) .

Northern will purchase its gas from Consolidated Natural Gas Ltd., and it will be

delivered by TransCanada PipeLines Ltd. to Great Lakes Gas Transmission Co. at an

existing point of interconnection on the international boundary near Emerson,

Manitoba. 1/ Great Lakes will transport and redeliver the gas to Northern at a
point of interconnection between their systems near Carlton, Minnesota and/or at

points of interconnection between the facilities of Great Lakes and Michigan
Wisconsin Pipe Line Co. near Fortune Lake, Michigan and Farwell, Michigan. .Alter-

nate delivery points will be at the point of interconnection of the facilities of

Great Lakes and Northern near Grand Rapids, Minnesota and Wakefield, Michigan.

Great Lakes will transport Northern's gas through existing facilities.

Consolidated will sell and deliver the 200,000 Mcf/d for Northern's account during

the first five contract years. During each of the next four contract years, the

daily volume Consolidated is obligated to sell and deliver to Northern will
decrease by 40,000 Mcf/d, ultimately reaching zero in the tenth contract year. If

Consolidated has available supply in any of the five years following the initial

five-year period, it can increase the daily volume Northern is obligated to take
during each of the remaining years of the contract. In this case, the daily

volume in any year cannot be increased to an amount greater than the daily volume

Consolidated was obligated to sell and deliver to Northern the next preceeding
contract year for whidh the notice was given. When the daily volume is increased,

an additional contract year will also be added with a daily delivery obligation
equal to an amount added to the other contract years. Also, when requested by
Northern, Consolidated will deliver on a best-efforts basis volumes in excess of

the daily volume it is then obligated to deliver to Northern.

Columbia will purchase its gas from Columbia Gas Development of Canada, Ltd., which
will obtain·the gas in the Canadian Yukon Territory. Columbia Development is

finalizing arrangements with Westcoast Transmission Co. for the processing and

transportation of the gas to the international border at Sumas, Washington for
delivery to Northwest Pipeline Corp. The gas will then be displaced €0 El Paso ,
Natural Gas Co. in LaPlata County, Colorado. Once delivered to El Paso, El Paso

will deliver a similar volume from its supply in the Gulf of Mexico region to
Columbia Gulf Transmission Co. in southern Louisiana. Then Columbia Gulf will

deliver the gas through its existing system to Columbia at existing delivery
points in Kentucky.

In support of both projects, Northern and Columbia emphasized their need for these
supplies to meet the long-term projected requirements of their customers.

1/ Consolidated has the option, on 24 months notice to TransCanada, to receive
delivery of its gas at Monchy, Saskatchewan. The first election is not to exceed

50% of the daily contract quantity then in effect.

.
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FERC Directs Staff to Prepare Decision Approving Great Plains Gasification Project

At an open meeting on 9/22/79, the FERC tentatively agreed in pr.inciple to reverse
an initial decision by an Administrative Law Judge and clear the way for final

consideration of applications relating to the Great Plains Gasification Associates

(CP78-391) proposal to construct and operate the nation's first commercial coal

gasification plant. No final action was taken, but Staff members were directed to

prepare an order approving the proposed project subject to tariff and financing
conditions.

The Commission's intent was expressed in votes on two separate motions by Commis-
sioner George Hall. Commissioner Georgiana Sheldon joined with Commissioner Hall

in voting affirmatively, while Commissioner Matthew Holden dissented. Chairman
Charles Curtis is taking no part in the decision.

Commissioner Hall's first motion put the Commission on record as favoring consid-
eration of pipeline applications seeking authorization of commercial demonstration

projects even if the project costs are to be borne exclusively by the ratepayers

of the participating pipelines. Administrative Law Judge Raymond Zimmet, in a
6/6/79 initial decision, had determined that such projects are of potential

benefit to the entire country and hence should be financed by the nation's tax-
payers rather than a given percentage of ratepayers. A Majority of the Commission

also approved a second motion that the Great Plains project merits the support of

the participating pipelines and should thus be approved subject to agreement on

appropriate tariff and financing conditions.

The Great Plains project was initially proposed by Michigan Wisconsin Pipe Line
Co. and ANG Coal Gasification Co., both subsidiaries of American Natural Resources

Co., which applied in March 1975 for authority to sell SNG output (after comming-

ling with natural gas) from a plant in Mercer County, North Dakota designed to
produce an average of 250,000 Mcf/d. A year later Michigan Wisconsin and ANR

revised the project so as to propose construction in two phases and to seek
authority only for first phase operation (125,000 Mcf/d). At that time, the appli-

cants estimated the plant investment cost at $538 million and the unit SNG cost at
$3.52/Mcf based on 1975 cost levels.

In August 1977, the application was again amended to add Peoples Gas Co. as an
equal co-partner. The two sponsors initially took the position that federal loan
guarantees were essential to financing, but subsequently abandoned efforts to
obtain such guarantees in favor of finding additional sponsors to share the pro-
ject costs. This resulted in a restructuring of the project in June 1978 to

include dolumbia Gas System, Inc., Tenneco, Inc., and Transco Companies, Inc. as
additional sponsors. It was agreed that the five sponsoring companies would con-
tribute equal shares of equity funds and share the plant output equally. The

Department of Energy intervened in support, citing the need to determine the prac-
ticability of manufacturing and marketing coal gas -- so that "the nation will
then know whether it can turn to this technology if it ever becomes necessary."

In his initial decision, Judge Zimmet rejected the argument advanced by both the
sponsors and DOE that FPC Order No. 566 provided support for funding of large
scale demonstration plants by pipelines with a sufficiently large number of rate-
payers to minimize the cost impact on individual consumers. Judge Zimmet argued

that Order No. 566 did not address the public convenience and necessity test of
Section 7 of the Natural Gas Act.
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Additionally, Judge Zimmet noted that the project, even if successful, would, confer
no special bene fit on the sponsoring companies' ratepayers€cause· of the relatively
small volume o f gas which would have to be divided f ive ways. Moreover, he-ebs*Gued,
if the project fails, "the ratepayers will receive nothing at all -- other than

learning along with the rest of America that we cannot rely upon this technology in

the future." Learning or acquiring knowledge about coal gasificaiton, Judge Zimmet

concluded, "is the very purpose, and the only real benefit, of the Mercer County
project. This knowledge will inure to the nation as a whole. There is every

reason for America' s taxpayers to bear the costs of this project. " 
-,-La L- 1 A-Lvt-J 0-* e.' 4/73,#-*...<.'

_Even-in--liheyn*-6ha€-i t were found appropriate that 41 ratepayers of the five
pipelirrbear the entire project costs, Judge Zimmet«,idded-,-the proposed financing
plan,stifi@Kesents variet;Lamblema Among these he cited the sponsors' demand
for advance assurance of equity recovery on an accelerated five-year basis if the

project were aborted for reasons other than cost overruns or technological failure,

the demand for a 15% return on equity throughout the life of the project, and a
proposal to collect capital costs from ratepayers during project construction. c

(See REPORT NO. 1213, pp4-8)21. /2-3 2 , <Lp //-/2) /2 31, 60 9C > / 2-3-

During the open meeting discussion of the Great Plains project, Commissioner Hall

emphasized the need to consider elements other than engineering or technical capa-

bilities in demonstrating the workability of a project. He mentioned, for example,

general social and economic concerns as well as the institutional and regulatory

framework within which a project must operate. The fact that a project is based
on a proven technology does not resolve the question of whether it can efficiently

operate within the social, economic and regulatory framework of the U.S., Commis-

sioner Hall argued. All of these elements are obstacles and there is a need to
demonstrate that they can be overcome. On that basis, Commissioner Hall contended

that the Great Plains project, and others like it, should be treated as commercial
demonstration projects.

Commissioner Matthew Holden took the position that such definition of a commercial
demonstration project would be far too broad. Numerous unviable projects could

suddenly become viable on the basis of classification as a commercial demonstra-

tion project, he noted. In short, Commissioner Holden foresaw great difficulty in

limiting the definition of a commercial demonstration project under Commissioner

Hall's formulation. Commissioner Hall suggested that approvals could be confined
to one project for a given process for which there was a clear demonstration need

and a perceived justification of costs to be expended.

The Commissign plans to consider a proposed final order on the matter Iat its
meeting on November 14.
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Further Producer Sales Contracts Protested by Third Parties as Lacking Contractual
Authority to Collect NGPA Prices; INGAA Objects to Commisaion Action on Waiver of

Service Requirements 

On 10/23/79 and 10/24/79 further protests to assertions of contractual authority
to collect NGPA maximum lawful rates were filed pursuant to Order No. 23-B by the
Associated Gas Distributors and Commission Staff. Nearly 6,000 contracts have

already been contested by numerous third parties as lacking proper contractual
authority. (See REPORT NO. 1231, ppl-3.)

AGD protested the asserted right to collect NGPA ceilings under 91 contracts shown
in the evidentiary submission of Sea Robin Pipeline Co. (GP80-42). AGD's protest

was adopted by the Gas Consumers Group, the Kansas State Corporation Commission

and the Cities of Mangum, Oklahoma and Winfield, Kansas. The Staff protest alleged
a lack of contractual authority for collection of NGPA rates under 41 contracts

shown in the filing by Southern Natural Gas Co. (GP80-35). In each case, the pro-

tests presented arguments similar to those contained in protests filed by the same
parties the previous week.

The majority of contracts protested by AGD in Sea Robin's filing contained various
types of area rate clauses providing for escalations which the FPC, FERC or a

successor agency may prescribe, approve, permit or establish by order, settlement
or rule. AGD argued that such contract clauses do not provide requisite

contractual authorization for collection of the higher NGPA prices because

Congress cannot be construed to be a successor agency to the FPC; the NGPA rates

were not prescr ibed, approved, established or permitted by the FPC or FERC but

established by Congress and only implemented by FERC; and references to rates
being set "by order following hearing, by settlement or rulemaking" (or such

similar phrases) contemplates administrative agency actions and not legislative
actions by Congress. AGD also protested certain contracts as containing no escala-
tion provisions of any sort and/or escalation clauses providing for a fixed price.

In addition, AGD protested contract clauses containing specific reference to

Congressional action to the extent that such clauses resulted from amendments to
existing contracts which were adopted without adequate consideration to pipeline
purchasers or their customers.

The Staff protest was confined to the lack of contractual authority to collect

maximum lawful prices in excess of those permitted under Section 104 of the

NGPA. 1/ In support, Staff argued that the term "successor agency" or "successor
governmental authority" does not refer to Congress and that the events contem-

plated in the area rate clauses as triggering the highur prices ake administrative
agency actions and not legislative enactments.

In a development related to third party protests, the Interstate Natural Gas
Association of America (INGAA) on 10/23/79 requested reconsideration of a 10/11/79
FERC order which amended Order No. 23-B to provide that Federal Register notice
(rather than direct service by third party protesters) would constitute adequate
notice of a protest to affected parties. This action was taken in response to a
petition by a group of potential third party protestors requesting waiver of the
requirement to serve copies of protests on all affected producers on the grounds

j/ Staff's protest noted that since natural gas rates were set on a cost of
service basis prior to NGPA enactment, it is reasonable to assume that parties to
a contract contemplated cost based increases such as those underlying Sections 104
and 106(a) of the NGPA.
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that they did not have adequate access to the names and addresses of affected pro-

ducers and that, even if provided such access, the expense and administrative burden

imposed by the service requirement would beprohibitive in light of expected pro-
tests to some 10,000 contracts. The FERC concluded that retention of the service

requirement would render the Order No. 23-B protest procedure "meaningless." To

assure that producers receive adequate notice, the FERC retained the requirement

that all'third party protests be served on the affected interstate pipelines and

directed that such pipelines mail a copy of the protest to the other party to the
contract within 30 days of receipt.

INGAA noted FERC had never noticed the petition by third party protesters which
led to the 10/11/79 FERC order and that no schedule for filing responses to the

petition was established. In light of this procedure, INGAA stated that its
response to the petition, while timely filed on 10/12/79, did not receive proper
Commission consideration. In that response, INGAA suggested that interstate pipe-

lines could provide the third party protestors with addresses of producers listed
in their evidentiary submissions (to the extent these addresses are available) so

as to facilitate direct service by third party protesters.

.

.

.
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FERC' Grants Rehearing for Further Consideration of Regulations Covering New Natural
Gas, New Onshore Production Wells and Stripper Well Gas Under Sections 102, 103 and

108 of the NGPA; Proposed Draft Orders on Rehearing Reflect Substantial Changes

During the past 10 days, the FERC granted rehearing -- for purposes of further

consideration -- of (1) Order No. 42 (RM79-68) adopting final regulations with
respect to new natural gas (and gas produced from new OCS reservoirs on old OCS

leases) covered by Section 102 of the NGPA; (2) Order No. 43 (RM79-72) adopting
final regulations with respect to new, onshore production wells covered by Section

103 of the NGPA; and (3) Order No. 44 (RM79-73) with respect to stripper well
natural gas covered by Section 108 of the NGPA. Numerous requests were filed for
rehearing of all three orders.

Subsequently, on 10/23/79, the FERC issued a notice designating two Staff

employees (Elisabeth Pendley and Marilyn Rand) as officers of the Commission for
purposes of making copies of Staff draft orders on rehearing of the above actions

available to the public. The same two employees were also made responsible for
meeting with interested members of the public over the period 10/25 through

10/30/79 to discuss questions and comments concerning the Staff draft orders. 1/

The draft orders -- summarized below -- would make several significant changes in
the previously adopted final regulations. (1) In the case of Section 102 gas,

the Commission would adopt an economic test (as well as a physical capability
test) for purposes of determining whether natural gas "could have been produced
in commercial quantities" from an old well which penetrated a new onshore reser-
voir prior to 4/20/77 and hence whether the reservoir is subject to a "behind-
the-pipe exclusion." This economic test would be based on a comparison of the
minimum incremental costs and expenses which would have been required to market
the gas on 4/20/77 and the total revenues which would have been generated from
sale of the gas at that time. (2) In the case of Section 103 gas, the draft

order would substantially modify the special rule pertaining to second wells
drilled into existing proration units by eliminating the requirement that a finding
of "effective and efficient drainage" regarding the second well must be made prior
to drilling, eliminating the need for an "effective and efficient drainage" finding

as to the new well where a jurisdictional agency creates a new prortation unit
prior to drilling'of a new well on the basis of effective and efficient drainage

of the reservoir by the new well, and deleting the requirement for establishment

of separate·allowable for both the existing well and a new well in an existing
proration unit. (3) In regard to Section 108 gas, the draft order on rehearing
provides for further consideration of the definitions of "production day" and

"90-day production period." An interim interpretative rlgulation has been

drafted t6 define the term "produced" -- as used in Section 108 -- to include any
day during which there is measureable production from a well and "any day on which
a well is open to the line but is unable to produce measureable quantities of gas."

This definition is intended to resolve problems with respect to failure of wells

which are open to the line but cannot meet line pressure to qualify for stripper
well status because of inability to establish a preceding 90-day production period.

New Natural Gas (RM79-68)

New natural gas, as defined in Section 102, includes (1) new onshore wells (com-
menced to be drilled on or after 2/19/77 located 2.5 miles or more from the

j/ Such meetings should be arranged in advance with Ms. Rand. Telephone (202)
357-8672.
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nearest "marker well, " or completed at least 1,000 feet (measured by true vertical
depth) below the deepest completion location of any "marker well" within 2.·5 miles;
(2) new onshore reservoirs from which natural gas was not produced in commercial
quantities prior to 4/20/77 -- excluding "behind-the-pipe" gas (reservoirs pene-
trated before 4/20/77 by an old well from which natural gas or crude oil was pro-
duced in commercial quantities, or from which natural gas "could have been pro-
duced in commercial quantities"), and "withheld gas" (produced from an old well
where "suitable" facilities for production and delivery to a pipeline were
installed or "substantially installed" on 4/20/77); and (3) new OCS leases
(entered into after 4/20/77). Section 102 also dovers new OCS reservoirs (dis-

covered after 7/27/76) on old leases (entered into before 4/20/77).

One major issue respecting the Regulations developed by the Commission thus far to
implement Section 102 relates to the "behind-the-pipe" exclusion, particularly the
meaning of the phrase "could have been produced in commercial quantities." In

both the Interim Regulations (issued 12/1/78) and in Order No. 42 issued 8/14/79,
the Commission adopted a physical capability test for purposes of interpreting
this phrase. Order No. 42 stressed language in the Conference Report specifying
that the term "could have been produced" was intended to refer to the "capability

of the reservoir to produce without regard to whether actual production capability

existed." The text of the statute, the legislative history and policy considera-

tions all allow use of a capability test for the term "could have been produced"
in the "behind-the-pipe" exclusion, the Commission declared, and this capability

test does not take account of the necessity for or cost of pipeline facilities,
gathering or processing plants. Thus, costs and prices -- regardless of time
reference -- are "irrelevant." (See REPORT NO. 1223, ppl-2.)

Nearly all of the applications for rehearing of Order No. 42 protested the Commis-
sion's refusal to apply an economic test to the term "could have been produced in
commercial quantities." Application of a physical test alone was said to contra-

diet the customary usage of the phrase "commercial" and to ignore the legislative
intent of the NGPA to encourage the production of previously uneconomic reserves.

The draft order proposed to adopt both a physical capability test and an economic
test for determining the applicability of the "behind-the-pipe" exclusion to a
particular reservoir. The economic test would be based on a comparison of (1) the
minimum incremental costs and expenses which reasonably would have been required

as of 4/20/77 to produce and market the gas, and (2) the total revenues which
would have been generated from the sale of the gas at the market price as of
4/20/77. If a net profit could reasonably have resulted, then it would be con-

cluded that the reservoir "could have been produced in commercial quantities"

prior to 4/20/77 and that the "behind-the-pipe" exclusion would apply. 1/

In order to implement this economic test (which need only be made once for each
reservoir), an applicant must submit (1) estimated known natural gas and gas

liquid reserves as of 4/20/77 (net of royalty) producible from the subject reser-
voir and attributable to each old well that penetrated the subject reservoir which
produced crude oil or natural gas in commercial quantities prior to 4/20/77; (2) a
reserve study explaining all assumptions made in estimating reserves as of

4/20/77, together with a gas analysis showing the wellhead Btu, sulfur, carbon

j/ This proposed economic test was discussed (but not adopted) in a Commission
open meeting on 9/27/79. At that meeting, the Commission affirmed certain North

Dakota jurisdictional agency determinations which were previously reversed on

grounds of the "behind-the-pipe" exclusion. (See REPORT NO. 1228, pp28-30.)

.

.

.
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dioxide or other impurities content of the gas; (3) estimated incremental costs of

installing and operating the minimum additional facilities which were net in

existence on 4/20/77 and which would have been required to market the gas on that
date, together with evidence justifying the size, configuration,'type, location
and cost of such facilities; (4) market price evidence -- including the highest

price for natural gas of similar quality applicable under the Natural Gas Act as
of 4/20/77, the price or prices actually received for sale of the subject reserves

if sales commenced after 4/20/77, the highest price paid for reserves of similar
quality and marketability on or before 4/20/77 from the area of the sale, the
price or prices offered prior to 4/20/77 for purchase of the subject reserves, and

any other evidence of market price as of 4/20/77; and (5) evidence supporting the
allocation of costs and expenses to natural gas and natural gas liquids where
jointly produced. However, in order to reduce the submission of the economic data
and analyses described above, the draft order proposed to create a "rebuttable
presumption" that a reservoir could not have been produced in commercial quanti-
ties prior to 4/20/77 through a well drilled prior to 2/19/77 if no sales and

deliveries from any other reservoir were made prior to 4/20/77 through such well
and if no sales and deliveries from the subject reservoir were made through such
well between 4/20/77 and 10/31/79. The draft order said this "rebuttable presump-
tion" should limit the submission of cost, reserves and price information needed

for an economic analysis to those applicants who are most likely to be seeking

incentive prices now for the sale of reserves that could have been produced in
commercial quantities when viewed as of 4/20/77.

The draft order stated that this incremental out-of-pocket economic test -- which
specifically excludes consideration of any return, cost of capital, recovery of
pre-4/20/77 investment, or federal income taxes -- "embraces the Congressional
intent of Section 102 of the NGPA." Specifically, the draft declared, the con-
templated test will encourage production of clearly noncommercial reserves but, by
denying recovery of sunk costs and a return on that investment, will prevent
application of the. Section 102 maximum lawful price to gas which was not produced
because of a desire for greater profits. Moreover, the draft added, "basic
economic theory dictates that such a decision should be made by considering only
incremental expenditures and incremental revenues. Expenditures incurred prior to
the date of the decision are irrelevant to that decision. For purposes of the
behind-the- pipe exclusion, the decisional date is 4/20/77."

The above described economic test and associated reporting requirements would be
issued as interim regulations -- with an opportunity for public comment -- effec-
tive immediately as to all applications for which jurisdictional agency determina-
tions have not yet been made. In the case of determinations already received by
the Commission for which the 45-day review period has not expired, applicants
would be afforded an opportunity to supplement their filings, in which case the
Commission would remand the determinations to the jurisdictional agencies for
reconsideration.

With respect to new OCS reservoirs discovered after 7/27/76 on old OCS leases , the
draft order would modify the definition of "commercially producible" for purposes
of determining whether a reservoir was discovered on or after 7/27/76. (Among
other tests, Section 102 (d) (2) provides that a reservoir will be deemed "dis-
covered" prior to 7/27/76 if certain logs, sidewall cores and other test data
indicate the reservoir to be "commercially producible" at the time of the test.)
Whereas Order No. 42 defined "commercially producible" for OCS reservoirs by
reference to the definition of the term "production in commercial quantities" for
onshore reservoirs (i.e., production which is either sold and delivered to someone
other than the operator or which is retained for beneficial economic use) , the
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draft order agreed with one commenter that these two definitions should not be

linked. Instead, the draft order would apply the same out-of-pocket cash expense test adopted to determine the capability of a well to produce in "Raying quanti-
ties." However, the draft order rejected a recommendation by the Indicated
Producers that this economic test be expanded to include all costs incurred after
the date of the production test (such as the cost of additional platforms and

pipelines) in order to sell and deliver the subject gas.

This change would be effective immediately as an amendment to the final regula-

tions previously adopted in Order No. 42.

New Onshore Production Wells (RM79-72)

The draft order on rehearing of Order No. 43 would relax the special rule (Section

271.305) applicable to second wells drilled into existing proration units in

several respects.

As adopted in Order No. 43, the special rule allows second wells drilled in exist-

ing proration units to qualify as new onshore production wells eligible for
Section 103 pricing only if the jurisdictional agency explicitly finds -- prior to
commencement of drilling -- that the second well "is necessary to effectively and

efficiently drain a portion of the reservoir covered by the proration unit which
cannot be effectively and efficiently drained by any existing well within the
proration unit." (In the case of wells spudded between 2/19/77 and 12/31/78 for

which a drilling permit was issued prior to 1/1/79, the rule permits an implicit
rather than explicit finding of efficient ano effective drainage prior to com-

mencement of drilling under certain conditions.) The explicit finding must be
based on appropriate geological and engineering data, which data shall be included

in the jurisdictional agency's notice of determination submitted to the Commis-
sion. Order No. 43 further required that, where a state agency establishes allow-

ables or production levels for proration units, the agency must set separate
allowables for both the existing well and the new well in the unit in order for

the new second well to qualify for the Section 103 price. (See REPORT NO. 1223,

pp2-4.)

As a first modification of Order No. 43, the draft order would delete the require-
ment for establishment of separate allowables for all wells in a unit. Intended

to deter disproportionate production from a second new well in a unit because of
eligibility for a higher price, this requirement was widely attacked as an unlaw-
ful attempt by the Commission to intrude into the regulatory area of gas produc-
tion which is reserved to the states. The requirement was-also attacked as

inequitable,' discriminatory in effect, and unduly burdensome both administratively
and economically on jurisdictional agencies. In consideration of the cpmments,
the draft order concluded that further expression of views by interested and
affected parties would be beneficial and hence provided for institution of a rule-
making proceeding to address the questions raised. In the meantime, the allowable

requirement would be withdrawn.

Second, the draft order would modify the Order No. 43 regulations to eliminate the
requirement that the effective and efficient drainage finding be made prior to
drilling the second well. The draft order noted contentions that procedures are
not available in some states (such as Oklahoma) to make the requisite finding
prior to drilling. The draft order agreed with comments that a more accurate
determination regarding the need for a new well could be made after drilling and
that unnecessary delays could result from retention of the requirement for a
finding of efficient and effective drainage prior to drilling.

.

.
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Third, the draft order adopted the Indicated Producers' suggestion that any well
plugged and abandoned pr ior to 1/1/70 (and not produced after that date): should
not be considered an "existing well." More specifically, the draft order would
create a rebuttable presumption that such a well has not produced'natural gas in
commercial quantities.

Finally, in response to arguments by the State of Texas and others, the draft

order provided that where a jurisdictional agency creates a new proration unit

prior to the drilling of a new well on the basis of effective and efficient
drainage of a reservoir by the new well, the Commission will recognize the newly
created unit for the purpose of approving Section 103 determinations and will not
require the effective and efficient drainage finding under Section 271.305 with

respect to the new well. Previously, in Order No. 43, the Commission rejected
this approach and instead required that redefinitions of proration units must be
.accompanied by findings respecting effective and efficient drainage of the
existing proration unit before a new well drilled in a former unit could qualify
for Section 103 pricing.

Stripper Well Gas (RM79-73)

Under Section 108 (b) (1) of the NGPA, a well qualifies as a stripper well if,
during a 90-day production period prior to the date of application to the juris-
dictional agency, it produced nonassociated gas at a rate not greater than an

average of 60 Mcf per production day when producing at its maximum efficient rate
of flow. The statute also provides that a well may continue to qualify as a
stripper well if production exceeds 60 Mcf/d during any 90-day production period,
provided the increased production resulted from application of recognized enhanced
recovery techniques. Order No. 44 (issued 8/22/79) revised the Interim Regula-
tions adopted on 12/1/78 in several respects, including amendment of the defini-
tions of "recognized enhanced recovery techniques," "90-day production period" and
"production day," among other things. (See REPORT NO. 1223, pp5-7.)

The draft order would grant rehearing of the Order No. 43 definitions of "produc-
tion day" and "90-day production period" for purposes of further consideration.
An interim interpretative regulation has been prepared for concurrent release to
define the term "produced" (as used in portions of Section 108 of the NGPA) and to
clarify the terms "production day" and "90-day production period."

Other than the changes set forth in this regulation, the draft order would deny
rehearing. In particular, the draft rejected a request by the State of Texas to
delete the requirement that jurisdictional agencies define the term "normal com-
pletion operation" with respect to wells within each state for purposes of deter-
mining the application of "recognized enhanced recovery techniques" (which exclude
normal competion operations performed within two years of initial well completion).
Texas contended that any comprehensive definition of "normal completion operation"
would be unduly burdensome because of the diverse geographic, geological, economic
and engineering factors among wells and fields within the State of Texas. The
draft order took the position that diverse factors indigeneous to each locale
necessitate state by state determinations of normal well completion operations.
Furthermore, the draft order asserted, the benefits derived from such determinations
should far outweigh the burdens. The draft order noted, for example, that Texas
will not be required to review each of the producing wells within the state as
contended. A number of Section 108 stripper natural gas wells probably will not
apply for recognized enhanced recovery techniques; most well determinations which
do involve recognized enhanced recovery techniques concern old wells, and these
determinations do not raise the issue of "normal completion operations."
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The interim interpretative regulation (draft version) -- which stems from Commis-
sion review of certain types of jurisdictional agency well determinations under
Section 108 1/ -- would amend the regulations (Section 271.803) to. add the follow-
ing definition: "Any day during which natural gas is 'produced' means (1) any day
during which there is measureable production from a well, and (2) any day on which
a well is open to the line but is unable to produce measureable quantities of
gas."

The draft regulation explained that the phrase "open to the line" is intended to
permit stripper well qualification for wells which cannot produce because they are
unable to meet line pressure. To date, in various preliminary notices of reversal
of jurisdictional agency well determinations, the Cammission has rejected stripper
well status for such wells because of inability to establish a preceding "90-day
production period" (which is defined to exclude involuntary nonproducing days").
Definition of the term "produced" to encompass days when the well was in a produc-
tion mode but unable to produce would resolve this problem, the draft regulation
explained, because such days would no longer be regarded as nonproducing days and
hence would not have to be excluded from the 90-day production period.

The new definition of "produced, " the draft regulation continued, is also intended

to encourage renewed production from shut-in wells and continued production from

irregularly-producing wells by enabling them to qualify for the stripper well
price. Once a well qualifies for the stripper price, the draft noted, a producer
who installs a process or equipment qualifying as a "recognized enhanced recovery
technique" to increase the rate of production may still receive the stripper well
price if average production is increased through such technique above 60 Mcf·per
production day. Accordingly, "it may become economically feasible for the pro-
ducer to perform an enhanced recovery technique on a low production well once the
likelihood of qualification for the Section 108 price is established. In this
way, gas which might otherwise be lost may be recovered."

The draft regulation added that the definition of "produced" does not cover days
when a well is shut in by the operator. However, such days may qualify as "pro-
duction days" if the jurisdictional agency makes a finding that prudent conserva-
tion practices require intermittent shut-in of the well and explains why the con-
servation practice applied to a particular well is necessary to achieve and main-

tain production. The Commission would consider such a finding and explanation to

constitute substantial evidence that the shut-in days meet the statutory test for
"production days." On the other hand, voluntary shut-in days would not be deemed
to meet the statutory definition of "production day." To permit such days to
qualify as "production days," the draft stated, would be to invite mahipulation of
production in order to qualify for the Section 108 incentive price.

The interim interpretative regulation would be made effective immediately but

would not become final until interested parties had an opportunity to submit
written and oral views.

1/ The draft regulation noted problems in regard to three categories of wells

which have been preliminarily determined by the Commission not to qualify as
stripper wells because of no "production days" or "90-day production periods":

(1) wells shut-in due to inability to meet line pressure; (2) open valve wells

(i.e., wells open to the line but unable to meet line pressure); and (3) intermit-

tent production or "burping" wells (i.e., wells which are open to the line and
produce natural gas at irregular intervals when sufficient pressure builds up over

a period of time to permit the well to "burp up" a measureable amount of gas).

.
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FERC Acts on Petitions for Rehearing of Order No. 29 Adopting Permanent Rule to
Implement Agricultural Priority Provisions of NGPA

On 10/22/79 the FERC issued Order No. 29-C (RM79-15) essentially'dBying applica-
tions by numerous parties for reheang of Order No. 29 adopjing al permanent rule
to implement Section 401 of the 41&R*, c ac--PeuerMt:*ich- provid@Ff or protec-
tion of essential agricultural users' 043- natural gartnem' curtailments by interstate

pipelines@nless the gas is needed for protection of higher priority uses (as
defined 44 the NGPA) or unless an alternate fuel is determined to be "economically
practicable" and "reasonably available." The permanent rule directs a reordering
of priorities in interstate pipeline curtailment plans, to be effective on 11/1/79,
when it will replace an interim rule (RM79-13) adopted by th9 FERC on 3/6/79 to

cover the period 4/1/79 through 10/31/79. 12

/ 63' *>3.4-/#63 arl                                                                                                                                                              , »pc*ill r
k:t.,-ip

Background

r %(- Und,f- -Ssgion_.4311-(a,)--of t!!e NGPA, the 162retary of Energy was=d*ceeted= to prescribe
a rule, within 120 days of enactment, -to protect essential agricultural uses from /.PU€U-7.

*:4 cur tailments, ef=gatuia:1-gas=detfiel:@**y-1:!Trall LaL€ 6*perines, unless the gas 15*. 6u=6-0
needed to protect higher priority uses (hsdefined in the NGPA), or unle£/it is
determined that an al»r*ate fuel is "reason'*ly available" and its use is "econom-
ically practicable.'>1/ ltio401(c) directhd the Secrmeta of Agriculture to
certify esseTIES*-a@/*cuDHE·aSz#Ge rquirementslneces*Sry ,lipr "full food and fiber
production" to the DOE Secretary and the FERC. K Section 401 (b) directed the
FERC to determine whether an alternate fuel for an essential agricultural use is
"economical1y practigable" and "reasonably available." Also, -unde*-Sor,+ imn zinic 51-4
the FERCSS£46#1 implement the agricultural priority rule prescribed by the

, Secretary of Energy,  £1 Scc-2,- ifo-3 (6)
The interim rule promulgated by the FERC on 3/6/79 provides for grant of adjust-
ments by interstate pipelines to meet supply deficiencies of essential agricul-

tural users up to the lesser of the volumetric requirements certified by the
Secretary of Agriculture or the amount the pipeline is obligated to supply under

1/ On 3/9/79, ERA adopted a final rule providing that, to the maximum extent
practicable, no curtailment plan of any interstate pipeline may provide for cur-
tailment of deliveries of natural gas for any essential agricultural use, unless
(1) such curtailment does not reduce the quantity of gas delivered for such use
below the requirements certified by the Secretary of Agriculture; (2) such cur-
tailment is necessary to meet the requirements of higher priority users; or (3)
the FERC, in consultation with the Secretary of Agriculture, determines that an
alternate fuel is "reasonably available" and "economically practicable." (See
REPORT NO. 1200, pp13-16.)

1/ On 5/17/79 the USDA published its final rule (effective 5/14/79) which sub-'
stantially modified an interim rule issued 2/26/79 by certifying natural gas
requirements at 100% of current requirements for each essential agricultural use.
Originally, the USDA proposed a 100% current requirements approach, but only for
all on-farm uses and for essential agricultural uses consuming 300 Mcf or less per
peak day. In the case of all other essential agricultural uses, the interim rule
certified natural gas requirements at the higher of actual usage during the
highest year of the most recent rolling three-year base period (corrected upward
to include past curtailments of process and feedstock requirements and require-
ments not used because of plant shutdowns) or the maximum volumetric entitlement
of each essential agricultural user under its interstate pipeline supplier's then
effective curtailment plan. (See REPORT NO. 1210, ppl-3.)
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3 the applicable contract. To implement this rule, the FERC directed each inter-state pipeline to file before 3/16/79 a new tariff provision analogous to existing
provisions affording relief from curtailment in the event of danger to life,
health and physical property.

Order No. 29 requires(terstate pipelines to amend existing curtailment plans -001:4
file-4#*t*a-1-plans--iLocne-e**st+ so as to establish a new Priority 1 covering
high priority users (defined as persons using natural gas in a residence, a small
commercial establishment, a school or hospital, or for police and fire protection,

sanitation or correctional facilities), and a new Priority 2 covering essential

agricultural users (defined as persons using natural gas for "essential agricul-

tural uses" certified by the Secretarof Agriculture) . All categories in exist-

ing pipeline curtailment plans de--to be placed below these two new prioritieI7
Storage injections are to be treated as in currently effective curtailment plans.

Hence, pipelines which follow a "sprinkling" approach will include some storage

volumes in the new Priorities 1 and-2, while pipelines which do not use a "sprink-

ling" method will retain storage volumes in the priorities in which they are now

reflected. Pipelines are to file these amended plans by 10/1/79, together with
indexes of entitlements for each direct sale customer, each local distribution

company, and each interstate pipeline purchaser.

The final rule also (1) adopted the USDA's certification of essential agricultural

uses -- except that interstate pipelines will not be required to make deliveries
in excess of volumetric limits in their contracts with customers (the USDA certi-

fied essential agricultural uses without regard to contract or service limita-

tions); (2) specified procedures for requesting reclassification of entitlements
as Priority 1 or Priority 2; and (3) provided that high priority and essential

agricultural requirements shall be attributed among suppliers based on underlying
curtailment plans of interstate pipeline suppliers.

On 6/15/79, the FERC issued Order No. 29-A clarifying that Order No. 29 incor-
porated the USDA rule published on 5/17/79. Hence, under the permanent curtail-
ment rule, all essential agricultural users, as defined by USDA, are entitled to
request current requirements for their essential agricultural uses.

Applications for rehearing by numerous parties asserted, among other things, that
(1) Order No. 29 is not coordinated with the implementation of Sections 401(b)

(restricting curtailment priority if the Commission finds an alternative fuel is
available) and Section 402 (giving priority to essential industrial process and
feedstock uses); (2) the NGPA does not require or intend that interstate pipelines
reprioritize their existing curtailment plans; (3) the Commission established a
single inflexible curtailment plan applicable industrywide; (4) Order No. 29 is
inconsistent with various provisions of the Natural Gas Act; and (5) the
Commission should have required local distributors to deliver gas to end users to
whom agricultural uses are attributable. (See REPORT NOS. 1191, pp5-13; 1193,

pp17-19; 1195, p92-5; 1199, ppll-18; 1200, pp13-16; 1202, App. ppl-13; 1206,
ppl-4; 1207, ppl-4; 1210, ppl-3; 1213, pp20-28; 1214, pp10-11.)

Order No. 29-C

.

First, the Commission rejected the argument by several parties that Order No. 29
is not coordinated with implementation of Section 401(b) (alternative fuel) and
Section 402 (essential industrial process and feedstock uses). "It is the Commis- ,.sion's view that its obligations under the NGPA do not permit any further delay in
the final implementation of Section 401(a). That section is subject to a statu-
tory deadline. Sections 401(b) and 402 are not. Congress clearly intended that
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implementation of Section 401(a) should be given precedence if similarly expedi-
tious implementation of Sections 401(b) and 402'was not possible." The'Commission

emphasized that because of different dta required for implementing those sections

and the need to coordinate rulemaking among USDA, ERA and the Commission, simul-

taneous implementation of all sections of Title IV would be impossible without

substantial delay of a final rule under Section 401(a).

Next, the Commission dismissed an argument of Columbia Gas Transmission Co. that

the NGPA does not require or intend that interstate pipelines reprioritize their
existing curtailment plans and that, instead, the Commission should adopt a final
rule based on exemption procedures similar to the interim rule. First, the

Commission said, the NGPA does contemplate that interstate pipelines may be

required to reprioritize their existing curtailment plans to the extent necessary
to comply with Title IV. This is reflected in the specific statement in the

Conference Report that "'for purposes of implementing this section, the Commission
is instructed to reopen curtailment plans only to the extent necessary to adjust
those plans to bring them into conformity with the new curtailment priority
schedule.'" Second, the Commission said, the ERA rule implementing Section 401

provides that the relative order of priorities in existing curtailment plans will
remain unchanged only if they do not conflict with the required protection of high
priority and essential agricultural uses. "Although a rule establishing exemption
procedures may be one way of resolving such a conflict, it is not the only way.
We understand the ERA rule as providing that, in cases of conflict, the priorities
of existing curtailment plans may be changed. This interpretation is consistent
with the Conference Report, which assures the Commission that it "'has the neces-
sary flexibility in implementing any changes.'" Third, the Commission noted that
the interim rule established procedures whereby agricultural users could request
adjustments from their suppliers in case of supply deficiencies. However, this
"ad hoc" approach -- which may provide adequate protection during the summer when
supplies are sufficient so that agricultural users do not have to seek relief on a
large scale, but not in the winter when numerous requests for adjustments could be
expected -- could be an "awkward device" creating much uncertainty. Hence, Order
No. 29, which establishes priorities in advance of curtailment and allows pipelines
and their customers to plan accordingly, is more appropriate on a permanent basis.

The Commission was unpersuaded by contentions of United Gas Pipe Line Co., Columbia
Gas Transmission Corp. and the State of Louisiana concerning an alleged inflexi-
bility of Order No. 29. Columbia Gas, for example, argued that the rule would
prevent a pipeline from tailoring any curtailment plan to the particular circum-
stances existing on its own system. The Commission observed, however, that it was
not inflexible in applying Order No. 29. "Where the rule was obviously unsuited

to the system of a particular pipeline, it has not been applied. The Commission
has also evinced flexibility in molding curtailment plans in the settlement con-
text. If petitioners believe the rule unsuited to individual pipeline curtailment
plans, the appropriate avenue for relief is a 502(c) adjustment or offer of settle-
ment, not rehearing of the rule." 1/

The Commission then discussed arguments by the Process Gas Consumers Group that it
failed to determine whether Order No. 29 meets the standards of the Natural Gas

Act; Columbia Gas and Louisiana that the FERC lacks authority to prevent pipelines
from filing, under Section 4, a plan that does not comply with Order No. 29 but
still adequately protects high priority and essential agricultural uses; and

1/ Section 502(c) provides for adjustments to "prevent special hardship,
inequity, or unfair distribution of burdens."
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Louisiana and United that the Commission establish new priorities for any pipeline
without at the same time complying with Section 5 requirements.

While the NGPA did not repeal the Natural Gas Act, the Commission shid, "it did
modify the NGA to require a higher level of protection for essential agricultural
uses than for industrial uses." Furthermore, the Commission continued, Order No.

29 was promulgated to implement requirements of Section 401, and satisfies the
statutory requirements of Section 401 and Section 4 of the NGA, as modified by the
NGPA. Specifically, the rule requires 37 named interstate pipelines to implement
Section 401 in a particular and detailed manner. While interstate pipelines may
file plans under Section 4 of the NGA that deviate frcm Order No. 29, such a
filing by itself would not waive the requirement to file in accordance with Order
No. 29 unless the pipeline has received a Section 502(c) adjustment. "A deviant

plan filed under Section 4 of the NGA cannot go into effect until the requirements
of Order No. 29 have been waived." The Commission added that because of time

restrictions, a Section 5 proceeding would be "a wholly inappropriate vehicle" for
implementing Section 401.

Next, the Commission declined arguments of American Bakers Association, Allied

Chemical Corp. and others that it must require local distributors to deliver gas
to end users to whom agricultural uses are attributable. "Nothing in Section 401

indicates an intention to expand the Commission's jurisdiction to include local
distributors." There are "sound policy reasons" for this, the Commission explained.

First, it would create inevitable conflict with local regulatory agencies. Second,
it would not be feasible for the Commission to administer workable curtailment

plans for the thousands of local distributors throughout the country. State
agencies, on the other hand, are in a position to know the practices and require-

ments of local distributors and their customers. Third, if conditions requiring
flowthrough of gas were imposed, the Commission would face the dilemma of applying

such conditions only for high priority and essential agricultural uses, or reopen-
ing every curtailment plan to provide flowthrough to all priorities.

Although denying rehearing in virtually all respects, the Commission modified the

attribution formula -- which apportions high priority and essential agricultural
requirements -- so as to better conform to its intent to attribute exactly 100% of

essential agricultural requirements by essential agricultural users; clarified that
Order No. 29 was not intended to exempt small distributors from curtailment as

provided in many pipeline curtailment plans; and changed provisions which limit
protests to customers of interstate pipelines and complaints to aggrieved direct

customers and distributors, so as to allow full participation by "all interested
persons."

.

.
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On 10/15/79 Senator Henry Jackson (D-Wash.) introduced a resolution (S. Res. 255)

to disapprove a proposed FERC incremental pricing rule (Order No.' 51) -- trans-
mitted to Congress on 10/11/79 pursuant to Section 206(d) of the NGPA -- to
exempt, until 11/1/80, industrial boiler fuel facilities from incremental pricing

above the price level of No. 6 high sulfur fuel oil in the incremental pricing

region in which each such facility is located. The resolution was referred to the
Senate Committee on Energy and Natural Resources. A spokesperson for that

Committee has advised that the resolution was introduced merely as a procedural
mechanism to facilitate bringing the FERC proposal to a floor vote, should any

Senator request such a vote. The Senate Energy Committee, however, plans no

hearings or any other action respecting the resolution.

Under Section 206(d), the Senate and House have 30 days of continuous session to
disapprove a proposed exemption from the incremental pricing regulations under

Sections 201 or 202. This period will expire on 11/10/79 as to the FERC' s cur-
rently proposed exemption. Hence, barring unexpected developments, incremental

pricing will commence to be implemented on 1/1/80 using a single high sulfur No. 6

alternative fuel cost ceiling, which will be determined and published monthly by
the Energy Information Administration for each of the 48 contiguous states.

Order No. 51 was one of several rulemaking orders and related rulemaking notices
issued by the FERC on 9/28/79 to implement Phase I of the incremental pricing

program directed in Title II of the Natural Gas Policy Act. 1/

In Order No. 50 (RM79-21) , the FERC adoptefthree-tier system of alternative
fuel price ceilings for purposes of computing the capacity of industrial boiler
fuel users to absorb gas acquisition costs subject to incremental pricing. The
three alternative fuels are No. 2 fuel oil, low sulfur No. 6 fuel oil (1% or less

sulfur) and high sulfur No. 6 fuel oil (over 1% sulfur by weight). The Commission
concluded that this three-tier approach -- by avoiding loss of industrial gas load

with No. 6 fuel oil burning capability while maintaining the contribution of

J/ Section 201 of the NGPA directed the FERC to promulgate a rule, within 12
months from enactment (or by 11/9/79), providing for passthrough of specified
portions of certain gas acquisition costs incurred by interstate pipelines to
industrial boiler fuel users of natural gas (excluding small industrial boiler
fuel facilities in existence on 11/9/78 which used less than 300 Mcf/d during a
base period deemed appropriate by the Commission). Within 18 months from enact-
ment (or,by 5/9/80), Section 202 requires that the Commission amend the rule to
provide for passthrough of the same types of gas acquisition costs to other
industrial facilities using natural gas, subject to various exemptions. (The

second rule, but not the first, is subject to Congressional review.) The gas

acquisition costs subject to incremental pricing are to be passed through via
surcharges to affected users until the amount paid by such users for natural gas
equals the Btu equiralent price of substitute fuel oil which, unless otherwise

determined by the Commission, shall be the average price paid by industrial users
for No. 2 fuel oil on a regional basis. However, under Section 204(e), the FERC
may, by rule or order, reduce the appropriate alternative fuel cost ceiling to the
level of No. 6 fuel oil prices paid by industrial users on a regional basis if it
determines that such reduction is necessary to prevent rate increases to residen-
tial, small commercial and other high priority natural gas users due to realloca-
tion of costs caused by conversion of industrial facilities from natural gas to
other fuels.
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industrial users with No. 2 capability to recovery of incremental costs -- best

satisfie the Congressional intent underlying Section 204 (e) of. the. NG£1) blever-
theless, the Commission expressed various concerns regarding immediate implement:a-
tion of the three-tier system and accordingly determined that deferral of the two

highest alternative fuel price ceilings for a 10-month period would be in the

public interest.

To accomplish this deferral, in Order No. 51 provided for exemption of industrial

boiler fuel facilities from incremental pricing above the price of No. 6 fuel oil

until 11/1/80 (subject to Congressional disapproval, as noted above). In support,

the Commission emphasized the possibility of significant "induced" investment in

No. 6 oil burning capability merely to attain the advantage of a lower ceiling for
incremental pricing purposes. While unable to estimate precisely the extent of

such "induced" investment at this time, the Commission noted a widespread potential

for conversion from No. 2 fuel oil backup capability to No. 6 capability --

involving possibly "large" aggregate national costs with little or no public

benefit. The Commission also suggested that any widespread conversion from No. 2

to No. 6 backup capability would leave a de minimis amount of industrial boiler

fuel load available to be incrementally priced at the No. 2 level. In that event,

the benefits of a three-tier approach to residential and commercial customers
would not be substantially greater than the benefits under a single No. 6 high
sulfur ceiling. The Commission furtherC*Fessed the administrative, d@ta
gathering and enforcement burdens entailed by a three-tier system. Among other

things, the Commission observed, EIA has experienced difficulty in developing

three sets of accurate price ceiling for each of several regions, and this task

would be greatly simplified if only one ceiling were required per regioaD Based
on these and certain other considerations, the FERC generally concluded that

deferral of the two upper tier alternative fuel cost ceilings for a period of 10
months would provide time to gain a better understanding of the incremental
pricing program and to ease its implementation.

In Order No. 49 (RM79-14), the FERC adopted·a "reduced PGA" mechanism for calcula-

tion and billing of incremental pricing surcharges, and established a self-
certification affidavit procedure for identifying boiler fuel facilities which are

statutorily exempt from incremental pricing under Section 206. These regulations
will be effective 11/1/79, except that provisions governing procedures for
obtaining exemptions will be effective 10/15/79 in order to permit the calculation
of "reduced·PGA" rates by 12/1/79. (Numerous exemption affidavits have been

received by the Commission during the past week.) The regulations require that
incremental gas costs commence to be booked by natural gas suppliers as of
1/1/80, and that billing for incremental surcharges commence for nonexempt usage

during Januaty 1980.

.

0 ·

One issue raised in connection with the Commission's proposed surcharge pass-

r-through mechanism involved the use of submeters to determine nonexempt volumes.
L_in Order No. 49, the FERC adhered to 25- prior conclusion that installation of

submeters is the onlyavailable means to ensure implementation of the incremental
pricing program in the manner envisioned by Congress. However, the Commission
decided to delay mandatory installation of submeters until 11/1/80 -- after the
establishment of regulations to implement Phase II of the incremental pricing
program -- and to permit use of estimates and/or supplier customer agreements to
determine nonexempt volumes in the interim. After 11/1/80, absent an installed

operational submeter (or one on order), the Commission will deem all volumes sold   -
to a nonexempt industrial boiler fuel facility as subject to incremental pricing. ./.
At the same time, the Commission recognized problems raised by various parties
in opposition to a mandatory submetering requirement and x*,u,-kiiu.Eul--21,-4ti L,=At-te

|fig p..5 6-6-rn,o, 6 &4£0 046 AUopedl-1 9 1*A,da**La4 04 h mcctes +0 Le (Ued +-ul, ry
6 1 ,\- f. ,-. ,2* Le-£ 7
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schedule a technical conference on these problems in November. (See REPORT NO.

1229, App. pp12-14.)
I .

Recently, on 10/19/79, the FERC issued notice that the'technical conference

mentioned in Order No. 49 will be held 11/15/79 in Chicago to discuss estimates
and submetering requirements. The conference will be chaired by the Commission's
Technical Staff and will continue the next day if necessary. In regard to esti-

mates, the notice said the Commission desires to standardize estimating procedures
to the extent possible. Hence, parties were invited to describe their intended

approach to preparing estimates so that the Staff may develop and issue suitable
guidelines prior to 1/1/80. The notice also invited persons who previously pre-

pared estimates of boiler fuel (and other) consumption, but who subsequently
installed submeters to determine such usage, to describe their experience as to

how valid the estimates have proven and their reasons for abandoning estimates in

favor of meters. Finally, comments are requested on estimating procedures which
should be used in two problem situations, namely, where steam raised or elec-

tricity generated by a boiler fueled with natural gas is used for both exempt and

nonexempt purposes, and where a mixed stream of gas (natural gas commingled with
gas from another source such as coke oven gas or refinery by-product gas) is used
to fuel a boiler.

As to submeters, the Commission Staff seeks views on whether submeters can be

installed in all affected industrial facilities to measure (either directly or
indirectly) volumes used for boiler fuel, and on the number of submeters which

need to be installed by 11/1/80, as well as the time required for their manufac-
ture and installation. In addition, Staff seeks information from representatives
of meter manufacturing firms on the types of meters available, application tech-
niques, representative costs, and methods for maintaining accuracy and for cor-
recting meter readings to standard pressures, volumes and temperatures.

In addition to the technical conference on submetering requirements and estimation
procedures, the FERC has scheduled an informal question and answer session on
Phase I incremental pricing regulations for 10/31/79 in Chicago. The session will
be held at the Center Theater, DePaul University, 21 East Jackson Boulevard,
Chicago, Illinois beginning at 9 a.m.
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ERA Holds that Issue of Incremental Pricing Remains Open in Proceeding Involving Pro-
posal for Automatic Price Increases for Imported Algerian LNG

On 10/18/79 the ERA denied a motion by the Peoples Counsel of Maryland for modifi-
cation of its order of 9/24/79 -- which set a hearing for 10/30/79 on a joint
application by Columbia LNG Corp., Consolidated System LNG Co. and Southern Energy
Co. (79-14-LNG) for automatic price increases for Algerian LNG imported to Cove
Point, Maryland and Elba Island, Georgia -- so as to require the applicants to
prove that incremental pricing should not be required by the ERA. However, the
ERA made clear that the issue of incremental pricing remains open in this proceed-
ing, although the burden of demonstrating that it is in the public interest must
be borne by those advocating that position. Moreover, the ERA concluded that the
applicants' proposal for a substantially higher import price requires that all
aspects of previous orders in this proceeding dealing with the subject of price be
reopened to consider, among other things, whether the LNG importers should be per-
mitted to contract directly with distribution companies.

The application here involved would amend FPC Opinion Nos. 622 and 622-A (and
related ERA and FERC orders) -- authorizing importation of a total 1 Bcf/d equiva-

lent of LNG from El Paso Algeria Corp. -- so as to adjust the base price beginning
1/1/80 based upon certain automatic price escalator provisions. Earlier, the ERA
granted the joint application insofar as it sought an increase in the base price
(f.o.b. Arzew, Algeria) from 39¢ to $1.15/MMatu for the period 7/1/79 through
12/31/79. However, the ERA refused to approve further adjustments based on auto-
matic f.o. b. price escalator provisions totally linked to the prices of fuel oils.
This, the ERA said, would remove pricing determinations for LNG from the Federal
Government and place it in the hands of the world's oil cartel. These provisions,
the ERA concluded, require further examination. In its order, the ERA requested

evidence on, among other things, whether the proposed LNG price and price escala-
tor are reasonable, and whether the gas should be incrementally priced to the
distribution companies and, if so, the effect thereof on consumers. The ERA

scheduled a hearing for 10/30/79. (See REPORT NOS. 1211, ppl-2; 1217, pp21-22;

1219, pp27-28; 1224, pp18-20; 1227, pp25-27; 1229, p21.)

In its order, the ERA first denied Maryland's motion that the applicants should

bear the burden of proving that incremental pricing should not required in this
proceeding. The ERA said it remains open to the argument on post-hearing brief
that it is mandated to order incremental pricing in this case under the NGPA,
although it believes that it has authority to do so under Section 3 of the Natural
Gas Act if it is found to be in the public interest. Nevertheless, the ERA empha-

sized that the burden of demonstrating that incremental pricing is in-the public
interest proerly should be borne by those advocating that-position rather than
the applicants. "In ERA's opinion, the type of information that could be presented

to demonstrate that incremental pricing is necessary or appropriate in this pro-
ceeding is not uniquely in the possession of the applicants, and the parties advo-
cating incremental pricing can and should present such evidence as part of their
direct case."

However, the ERA agreed with a further argument of Maryland that the applicants --

rather than interveners -- must assume the burden of proving that the direct sale

of the LNG involved in this case to distributors is practicable and in the public
interest and that such customers are in fact willing to enter into direct con-
tracts at the proposed higher prices.

.
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Maryland noted that in the 9/24/79 order, the ERA stated that direct contracting' .--
for sales of the regasified LNG with distributors is a form of incremental pricind
and, at the same time, held that those favoring incremental pricing must have the
burden of demonstrating that it is practicable and in the public'interest. Accord-
ingly, Maryland was concerned that the ERA was placing this burden on
interveners who support direct contracting with distributors. Maryland requested

clarification that the burden of proof on direct contracting -- which the ERA has

previously held to be a way of assuring an actual need for the LNG -- will be

borne by the applicants. Maryland further emphasized that the question of
directly committing imported LNG to distributors is completely independent of the
issue of incremental pricing. In previous decisions, Maryland said, the ERA has

considered transactions involving direct commitment of supplies to distributors as
reflecting a need for the LNG. Hence, in this case, the applicants must bear the
burden of showing that the distributors will directly contract for the LNG, or

such presumption should not be followed in this case. Subsequently, the appli-

cants responded that this proceeding, unlike others in which the ERA enunciated a
presumption in favor of direct contracting, involves an ongoing project rather
than a proposed roject. Also, they said, the issue of need for the LNG was
determined when the project was authorized in 1972.

The ERA concluded that while it would be inappropriate to use the application for
the increased price to modify most aspects of the 1972 approval, the proposed
higher import price "does serve to reopen all aspects of the previous orders that
deal with the subject of price. ... ERA agrees with Maryland that the presump-
tion in favor of direct sales contracts is precedential in this proceeding, and
that the prehearing order should be amended to require the applicants to demon-
strate one of two things: either that the distribution companies served by this
project will purchase the gas directly from the applicants, or that there is some-
thing about this case which distinguishes it from the precedents established in
previous ERA decisions." Accordingly, the ERA directed the applicants to address
the presumption in favor of direct sales in their direct case, and to conduct a
survey of their customers to determine if they are willing to enter into direct
contracts to purchase the regasified LNG on terms and conditions of the contract
amendment which is sought to be approved herein.

The ERA also directed the applicants to submit a written report describing an
accident at the LNG facilities at Cove Point which killed one worker and seriously
injured another and resulted in a shutdown on 10/6/79. j/ The report must describe
the accident in detail and the effect it will have on the ability of the parties
to deliver the LNG here involved and the timing of reaching a final decision.

J/ Preliminary findings by the National Transportation Board indicated that the
explosion occurred when a worker, seeking to correct a leakage of LNG from a
faulty pump seal, opened a circuit breaker. A spark from the circuit breaker
ignited the leaking gas vapors. On 9/18/79 the FERC, after holding three days of
hearings, approved a limited resumption of service at the facilities subject to
certain conditions. (See REPORT NO. 1231, plO.)
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FERC Affirms Initial Decision Authorizing Transportation of Gas Purchased by Public
Service'to Displace Fuel Oil Use; Other Related Developments -

On 10/22/79 the FERC affirmed an initial decision issued 7/23/79 by Administrative
Law Judge Stephen L. Grossman authorizing Tennessee Gas Pipeline Co. (CP79-304)
and Transcontinental Gas Pipe Line Corp. (CP79-312) to transport (through 10/15/79)

up to 35,000 Mcf/d of gas purchased by Public Service Electric & Gas Co. from

Equitable Gas Co. for displacement of fuel oil in the generation of electricity.

These transportation arrangements were the subject of an expedited hearing last

July in accordance with procedures established in Order No. 30 (RM79-34) issued

5/17/79. Order No. 30 -- effective through 6/1/80 -- authorizes transportation by

interstate pipelines on a "self-implementing" basis of natural gas purchased by
"eligible users" from producers, intrastate pipelines and local distributors for

fuel oil displacement purposes, but requires Section 7(c) certificates for trans-

portation of gas purchased for such purposes from interstate pipelines in order

"to assure that the ability of interstate pipelines to purchase general system
supply is not prejudiced in favor of direct purchases."

Public Service contracted to purchase up to a total of 4 Bcf from Equitable Gas
through 10/15/79, including 2.5 Bcf on a firm "take-or-pay" basis and the remain-

ing 1.5 Bcf subject to an option (which Public Service decided not to exercise),
at a price of $2.25/Mcf. This purchase, which would displace up to 650,000

barrels of oil, represented part of an overall effort by Public Service to buy
24 Bcf of gas to displace 4 million barrels of oil over a one-year period.
Tennessee proposed to transport the gas by displacement either to an existing
point of delivery to Public Service or to an existing interconnection with
Transco, for further delivery to Public Service. Tennessee and Transco were
issued temporary certificates on 6/29/79, and deliveries commenced 7/13/79.

Judge Grossman reviewed the three questions set forth in Order No. 30 for con-
sideration: (1) whether any other natural gas company seeks to purchase the gas
proposed to be transported for system supply; (2) the price charged and revenues

retained by the seller; and (3) disposition of the natural gas in the event that

certification is not granted. In the case at hand, the Law Judge noted that no

other natural gas company sought to purchase the subject gas for its own system.
Second, the gas had a low direct cost to Equitable (20¢/Mcf in some instances) but

was priced by Equitable (at $2.25/Mcf) higher than any of its other gas. Equitable
proposed to credit its intrastate customers (accounting for 99.8% of its sales)
with one-half of the revenues received. The company's single interstate customer,

representing an insignificant portion of Equitable's business, will not share in
the proceeds. Third, Judge Grossman observed, Equitable has no other· market for
these volumed. Therefore, if the transaction is not approved, Equitable will cut
back its Appalachian area production or purchases, including purchases from
interstate pipeline suppliers. Based on this analysis, the Law Judge concluded
that the public convenience and necessity test had been met in this case. Inter-

state system supply will not be threatened, jurisdictional ratepayers will not be
disadvantaged, and there is no reason to treat the interstate pipeline supplier
here in any different manner from intrastate suppliers. He accordingly recom-
mended certification on condition that the approved transportation service be
subject to interruption prior to interruption of firm and other interruptible
sales and services. (See REPORT NO. 1219, pp8-9.)

*****

To-date, only two other hearings have been held in the Commission involving trans-
portation of gas purchased for fuel oil displacement purposes. These involved
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applications by (1) Transcontinental Gas Pipe Line Corp. (CP79-228) to transpor* _:
for two years up to 100,000 MMBiu/d purchased by Consolidated Edison (6.-,of- Ndwj, ri-f,-- -
York from Consolidated Gas supply-Corp.-in Louisiana at an initial' price of

$1.89/MMBtu through 6/30/79, plus 70 eschlations each six months'thereafter up to
$2.17/MMBtu; and (2) Transco (CP79-214, CP79-275), National Fuel Supply Corp.

(CP79-221), Tennessee Gas Pipeline Co. (CP79-260) and Texas Eastern Transmission

Corp. (CP79-278) to transport up to 75,000 dekatherms per day purchased by ConEd
from National Fuel Distribution Corp. at $2.00/dekatherm, subject to adjustment.
The FERC conditionally approved these transportation applications in orders issued

8/13/79. J/ Among other things, the Commission concluded that both ConGas and
National Distribution had surplus gas avilable -- largely because of self-help

efforts -- and would probably have only limited success in disposing of this sur-
plus without the sales to ConEd. In each case, the Commission further concluded

that the surplus was not likely to become available for interstate markets. For
example, the Commission noted, ConGas had already reduced its takes of gai and,

without a means of eliminating surplus supply, could be forced to cut takes further,
which could cause take-or-pay penalties. (See REPORT NO. 1222, pp12-15.)

In the case of ConEd's purchase from National Distribution, a portion of National
Distribution's surplus stems from a 1972 contract with Ashland Oil, Inc. for the

purchae of SNG. Last July the New York PSC denied a request by National Distribu-
tion to amend the 1972 contract so as to reduce daily takes in both winter and

summer months and to pay Ashland $1.00/Mcf for any gas not accepted.' The PSC
instead directed National Distribution to cease all further purchases of SNG from
Ashland effective 9/5/79 on the ground that the supply was not needed to meet
customer needs and was too high in price, and to pay only 500/Mcf for gas not

accepted. However, National Distribution was given an opportunity to propose an
alternative means to reduce the cost of its SNG purchases.

cover ing SNG purchases from Ashland. The PSC concluded that there is "no economi,-
cally sound justifibation" for continued purchase of SNG at Ashland's price and
that National Distribution's ratepayers should not be required to pay $18 million
more per year in gas rates for the purpose of maintaining the existing mix of
products that flow from Ashland's refinery. The PSC further provided that National
Distribution would be permitted to pass through only 500/Mcf of Ashland's SNG price
in its gas adjustment clause, unless Ashland agreed to sell the at the cost of

National Distribution's gas purchased from its pipeline supplier, plus 500/Mcf, in
which case that amount may be passed through the gas adjustment clause. Ashland's
price for SNG is now $5.40/Mcf while National Distribution's average cost of pipe-
line gas is $2.35/Mcf.

*****

1/ Recently, on 10/11/79, the Commission denied petitions by Transco for clarifi-
cation of a condition providing for prorata interruption of transportation service
per formed pursuant to the 8/13/79 orders and Order No. 30 for fuel oil displace-
ment prior to interruption of any firm or other interruptible services. However,
the Commission indicated its intent that transportation services to Order No. 533
industrial buyers of direct sale gas for displacement of fuel oil consumed in loW
priority uses -- now permitted under an interim rule adopted in Order No. 52
(RM80-1) amending the Order No. 533 program so as to remove end-use restrictions
on use of the direct sale gas -- be interrupted on the same basis as transporta-sT
tion certificated under Order No. 30.                                                                                                                                                            -- 2.31(X
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' : Recently,. on 10/22/79, the Pennsylvania PUC protested an application by Texas
Eaotern Transmission Corp. (CP79-488) to transport up to 15,000 dekatherms 'per day
purchased by Consolidated Edison Co. of New York from UGI Corp. for fuel oil dis-

« placement in electric and/or steam generation. The PUC objected that UGI Corp.
failed to provide for return to its customers of any portion of the gross profit
to be received from the proposed sale to ConEd. The proposed sale may also be

adverse to the public interest in other respects, the PUC added.

Gas Distributor Groups Seek Initiation of FERC Rulemaking on Distributor-Owned Supplies

On 10/22/79 the General Service Customer Group, an ad hoc group of 12 gas distribu-
tion companies serving Illinois, Michigan, Missouri, Indiana and Ohio, filed com-
ments with the FERC supporting an 8/13/79 petition by the Associated Gas Distribu-

tors (RM79-71) for initiation of a FERC proposed rulemaking on distributor-owned

gas supplies. (Public notice of the petition has never been issued.)

In its petition, AGD stressed the need for a general Commission policy statement

with regard to interstate transportation of natural gas supplies obtained by gas

distribution companies through their own exploration and development activities.

Specifically, the petition seeks Commission approval of distributor requests to
require interstate pipelines to provide transportation on a firm, noninterruptible

basis of distributor-owned gas to the extent that the transported volumes, when

considered together with any other gas supplies available to the distributor from
the pipeline, do not exceed the daily volume of gas service to which the dis-

tributor is entitled under contracts certificated or approved by the Commission.

To the extent that volumes exceeded that contract level, transportation of the

excess would be provided on a best efforts basis. No pipeline, however, could be

compelled to expand its transportation facilities or provide any service which
would impair its ability to render adequate service to its customers. The pro-

posal would also be subject to the emergency allocation authorities of Title III
.

of the NGPA.

Additionally, AGD urged adoption of a "finders-keepers" rule to assure that

natural gas volumes resulting from a gas distributor's exploration and development
activities would be available to the customers of the given distributor. This

rule would not be applicable to any form of wellhead or in-place purchases of gas
reserves not associated with E&D efforts of a distributor or its affiliate or

hubsidiary.

In support of its request, AGD cited increasing exploration and development

activities by gas distribution companies owing to their need for supplemental gas
supplies and, the institutional obstacles to obtaining supplies from sources such

as imported LNG or manufactured SNG.

The petition called attention to Section 603 of the OCS Amendments Act of 1978

which specifically mandates the Commission -- after an oppor tunity for comments --
to promulgate a statement of policy setting forth standards for certificating

transportation of natural gas produced from offshore leases owned by local dis-

tribution companies to those companies' service areas. This provision, AGD stated,
demonstrates Congressional recognition that a "finders-keepers" rule is necessary

to encourage participation by local distributors in self-help exploration and
,development activities in the Federal Domain. Sections 605 and 608 of the Public
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the New York Public Service Commission has refused to allow the utility's supplier to continue to purchase

CON EDISON'S SUPPLIES OF GAS FOR POWER GENERATION COULD BE PINCHED THIS WINTER because

expensive synthetic natural gas for sale to its regular customers. Consolidated Edison is buying natural gas for
boiler fuel from National Fuel Gas Distribution Corp. on a day-to-day basis at a rate of about 22-billion cubic
fect annually. But, according to a National Fuei Gas spokesman, the curtailment of synthetic gas deliveries from
Ashland Oil has reduced the gas utility's ability to meet demand in extremely cold weather. A spell of such
weather that forced National to dip into its storage to meet demand would bring a halt to the sales to Con
Edison, he said.

A spokesman for Ashland, however, said the impact of the PSC's ruling - refusing to permit National to
pay $5.40/thousand cubic feet for synthetic gas, while it is able to sell pipeline gas to Con Edison for roughly

$2.65/mcf - would have a far greater impact. He said because Ashland no longer had a market for all of the
naphtha (feedstock for syngas) produced at irs Buffalo, N.Y., refinery, the company would have to reduce the
amount of crude oil processed by the facility by 20%, reducing its output of home heating oil and gasoline by
a similar fraction. But a spokesman for the PSC said, "While the refinery cutback likely would have a significant
effect on the supplies of gasoline in western New York, our people say that it will not likely have that great an

\ 11 effect on the supplies of No. 2 oil." In a letter to PSC chairman Charles Zielinski, Ashland Oil president Robert Yancey warned the commission

 of the weight of its decision: "The responsibility for shutting down the SNG [syngas] plant at Buffalo and the r.
j consequence of our having to curtail crude runs lies with you and the other commissioners. Western New York |
 could become a disaster area and many homes could go cold with ensuing hardship. Gasoline line-s could reappear.
1 This is not a 'threat' as you and the other commissioners have stated, but an operating reality that has been
 supported by outside experts on such subjects." I

In its order denying contract approval to National, the PSC stated that National "does not now need to

| take any SNG from Ashland to meet the needs of its customers," and further, that "[i] tis also apparent...
! that Ashland is still unwilling to lower its price of SNG to a level more competitive with pipeline gas and that

National Fuel is Bither unwilling or unable to sell the gas at the price being charged by Ashland." Taking up the

question of the adequacy of supplies of No. 2 oil and gasoline in western New York, the PSC said it does "not «

believe it would be proper to require National Fuel's ratepayers to pay $18-million more ... for the purposekf maintaining the existing mix of products that flow from Ashland's refinery." There is a "very serious question"
whether the Pdblic Service law would permit requiring a payment for that purpose, the commission said. National
Fiel Gas has petitioned the PSC for reconsideration and a decision is expected this week.
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Utility Regulatory Policies Act and Section 311' of the NGPA, AGD added, wdbld' also' '

support establishment of the proposed rulemaking and a "finders-keeper-sF-rule. 1/

AGD's petition further stated that any 'rule applicable to gas distributor expIora-
tion and development activity in the offshore area should also apply in the «

onshore area. Passage of the NGPA and elimination of the dual market system and

its concomitant pricing disparities make distinctions between offshore ahd onshore
gas "irrelevant," the petition argued. Expansion of the policy statement required

under Section 603 of the OCS Amendments to include onshore as well as offshore gas,
AGD added, "would also result in a single, comprehensive rule" confirming Commission

support expressed in various cases for the principle of "finders-keepers" for gas
distribution companies.

In its comments supporting the AGD petition, the General Service Customer Group
noted its reliance on interstate pipelines for transportation of gas reserves
which are developed in areas quite distant from their respective service areas.
Access to potential gas reserves for exploration and development purposes would be
foreclosed as a possibility if transportation service were unavailable, the group
noted.

*****

In another development related to distributor exploration and development activi-
ties, Public Service Electric & Gas Co. (CP79-483) filed on 10/1/79 a request for
a d*flaraitory order with regard ta(ranspor tation service for gas supplies p *&4-J
degjeped.theeugh- its wholly-01AS83Idiarx,328£2* 99*ont Corp. P§E&G

stated that the transportation certificates goveen*ng-the-ser=wa,Ge are presently
conditioned to require that gas transported may not be used as boiler fuel for
electric generation unless such supplies are first offered for sale to one of the
three transporting pipelines (Texas Gas Transmission, Tennessee and Transco) . , In

light of the recent DOE policy to ourage use of natural gas as boiler fuel for
purposes of displacing fuel oil, PSE&G assA£82&=t- it is unsure whether pur-
chases of natural gas which it is presently considering for such displacement
purposes would fall within the purview of the restrictions set forth in the
existing transportation certificates. Accordingly, PSE&G requested a declaratory

order Jha&1 ths.*199 of natural gas as boiler fuel for displacement would not
violate -ttle@6rtions contained in the certificates for transportation of its
subsidiary's gas or, in the alternative, that the conditions be suspended for the
duration of the displacement transactions contemplated by the company. (-C-£24--

'P od #UD. i «2-3 1-, p 3 9-D

j/ Section 605 of PURPA protects entitlements to any conserved volumes of*natural
gas in the event of revision of a curtailment plan; Section 608 of PURPA pr6*ides
FERC with authority to certificate transportation service for high priority uses
and has been cited by FERC as a statutory basis for its Order No. 2 program.
Section 311 of the NGPA permits FERC to authorize interstate pipeline transporta-
tion on behalf of local distribution companies.
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FERC Continues to Monitor Emergency Purchases by Interstate Pipeline Companies

 The Qffice of Pipeline.and P.roducer Regulation (OPPR) of FERC recently· issuedariother monitoring report summarizing inform'ation on emergency purchases by natural 
gas pipelines. and distributors. These reports cover (1) 60-day emergency purchases
(authorized under Section 157 of the Commission' s Regulations under the Natural
Gas Act); (2) sales for up to two years by intrastate pipulines to interstate
pipelines or distribution companies (Section 311(b) of the NGPA); (3) assignments
of contractual rights to receive surplus gas for up to two years by intrastate
pipelines to interstate pipelines or distribution companies (Section 312 of the
NGPA); (4) emergency transportation of gas by interstate pipelines for others
(authorized by Section 311(a)) including, among others, transport of gas purchased
directly by end-use customers (self-help gas) and gas transported under the fuel
oil displacemeht togram. All four' of these categor ies are termed "emergency gas"
in the monitoring reports.

The monitoring reports are compiled by OPPR every two weeks on the basis of tele-
phone surveys of 29 major interstate pipeline companies. Each survey covers actual
volumes. purchased for one week and projected volumes to be purchased during the
second week.' ' Thirteen bi-weekly monitor ing reports have been issued by Staff since
the beginning of April. The coverage below -- an update of information summarized
in REPORT NO. 1224, pp21-25 -- pertains to actual deliveries during the weeks ended
8/25, 9/8 and 9/22/79. In each of these weeks, average deliveries averaged over
1 Bcf/d.

Six of the 29 reporting pipelines made purchases of emergency gas from intrastate
pipeline companies or local distribution companies during the six-week time period

analyzed. The largest volumes were purchased by United Gas Pipe Line Co., Trans- western .Pipeline Co. and Texas Eastern Transmission Corp.

Total Emergency Purchases by Interstate Pipelines from
Intrastate Pipelines and Local Distribution Companies

8/25/79

Average % of

Mcf/d Total

United Gas Pipe Line Co. 385,580

Transwestern Pipeline Co. 239,000

Texas Eastern Transmission Corp. 159,000

Texas Gas Transmission Corp. 43,000
franscon€inental:Gas Pipe Line

Corp. 20,000

Florida Gas Transmission Corp. 20,000

Tatal

Week Ending

9/8/79

Average % of

Mcf/d Total

9/22/79

Average % of

Mcf/d Total

44.5% 315,315 37.2% 324,829

27.6 347,000 40.9 314,000

18.4 105,000 -12.5 150fooo
4.9 40,219 4.7 42,041

2.3

2.3

20,000 - 2.3

20,000 2.3

20,000

30,000

36.8%

35.7

17.0

4.8

866,580 100.0% 848,234 100.0% 880,870 100.0%

' Purchases under Section 311(b), which cover sales by intrastate pipeline companies
.. · or distribution companies to interstate pipelines or distribution companies, account

'1 -: 5 for the larg-ebt volumes of emergency sales. Total purchases by pipelines and by
: ' distribution· companies in'' this category, as well as the percent of Section 311(b)

T· ·'·:·purchases to total monitored pur-chases, were as follows:
'.:L -

'.. : I. '

. »9 . ., - -.

4. .'.

1,7.1

2.3

3.4
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Section 311(b) Purchases

Pipeline Purchases
Distributor Purchases

Total Section 311(b) Purchases

., '27·.......
- I .
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..

Week Ending .'' ' .- -

8/25/7.9 - :9/8/79:.-rj :or 9/22/79

Average %,of,.-Average % Gic· Average % of
Mcfld Total Mcf/d · Total Mcf/d Total

' . 4 ;/ ' 1..,1."-<.= ..7, . .

598,483 55.0% 656,891 64.52: 463,766 63.1%

106,467 9.8 97,591 .9.•6 4106.589 -10.1
704,950 64.8 754,482 74.1 ... 770,355 73.2

Total Purchases « 1,087,867 1,017,995 1,'052,181
0 , I

'>13'.

Two pipeline dompanies, and no distributors, have acquired„gas, by means of Section
312, whidh permits assignments for two years of contractual rights from an intra-
state pipeline to an interstate pipeline company.

Purchases were made under 60-day emergency sales by interstate pipelines only
during the two-week per lod ending 9/1/79. Since that time,- purchases have been
made under the provisions of Sections 311 and 312 of the NGPA, whicb ,authorize
sales for periods up to two years. »

In contrast, 60-day emergency sales account for 52% of the total purchases by dis-

tributors for the week ending 8/25/79, 42% for the week ending 9/8/79, and 41% for
the week ending 9/22/79 (see accompanying table for details).

The major intrastate suppliers of emergency gas are Delhi Gas Pipeline, Houston'
Pipeline Co. and Lo-Vaca Gas Gathering Co., which accounted for 59.2% of the total
sales for the week ending 8/25/79, 66.3% for the week ending 9/1/79,-and 67.3% for
the week ending 9/22/79. 14... r

The following table summarizes intrastate pipeline sales by major supplier:

Sales by:

Delhi Gas Pipe Line Co.
To pipelines
To distributors

Total

Houston Pipeline Co. (to
pipelines only)

Lo-Vaca Gas Gathering Co.

(to pipelines only)
Total, Three Suppliers

Total Supply

Week Ending
8/25/79 9/8/79 9/22/79

Average % of Average % of Average % of ,
Mcf/d Total Mcf/d Total Mcf/d Total

i £'46, 0 ''

189,883 174,264 - .: · -199,518
138,724 135,:044 - .r-: -s.-148,320

328,60730:.2% 309,1308:t-·30.4 %«30.?,838

222,857 20.5 200.,221

93,000 8.5 165,000

644,464 59.2 674,529
1,087,867 1,017,995

16.2

66.3

19.7 24,5-,914

154,000

707,752

1,052,181

29.3%

23.4

14.6

67.3

.

Pricing information is available beginning,.with the. week ending 9/8/79,» For sales'
to interstate pipeline companies, .prices ranged from a low· of $1.79/Mcf for a sale

-   by Southwest Gas to United Gas Pipe Line. to a high of $2. 50/Mcf ,fora#le by
Louisiana Resources to Florida Gas Transmission. For sales to distributors, the
range is from $1.71 charged by Delhi for gas produced from the Cameron area of
Texas up to $2.68 for gas sold by National Fuel Gas. The average price for all

---
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sales to pipelines was approximately.$2.18/Mcf :for the week ending 9/8/79 and

$2.20' for the week ending 9/22/79.j- The- average price'to distributors was:$2.16 A...»-

for the week ending 9/8/79 (data not 'available for -9/22/79)..··:
,

' - 1

The·.accompanying table summarizes. the actual purchases for the weeks ending 8/25,
9/8 and 9/22/79. The ·first part shows:thd,emdr#drity plircha'ses made .by interstate
pipeline companies from intrastate·pipeline.companies; the second part sets out

the emergency purchases-by distributors from intrastate pipalines as reported by
the transporting pipeline., Available .price. data for the weeks ending 9/8 and
9/22 'are , included in the table.,·                                                                                                                                             .

.

.

Emergency Purchases by Interstate Pipeline Companies from
Intrastate-Pifpeline Comoanies and Local Distribution Cdmpanies ' · L

Interstate Pipeline Purchases  '

60-Day Emergency Sales (Section 157)
Texas Gas Transmission'Corp.
United Gas Pipe Line Co.

Total

Purchases of Surplus Gas (Section. 284(311(b) 1 )

Florida Gas Transmission Co.

Texas Eastern Transmission Corp.

Texas Gas Transmission Corp. .
A-

Transcontinental Gas Pipe Line Corp.

Transwestorn Pipeline Co.
· United Gas Plpe Line Co.

I. I -'.

4 L .:I Total· 

4.

Purchases by Assignment (Section 284.312)

Transwistern Pipeline Co.

, . United Gas Pipe Line Co.

Total

Total Emergency Purchases by Interstate

Pipelines

Distributor Purchases ·

60-Day Emergency Sales ( Section 157)

Purchases of Surplus Gas (Section 284(311(b)))

Total Emergency Purchases by Distributor
Companies

8/25/79

Average

Mci/d

41.000

20,000

61.000

20,000

159,000

2,000

20,000

164,000

233,483

598,483

75,000

132,097

207,097

866,580

114,472

106,467

220,939

32.50

2.21

2.29

2.06

2.16

2.14

2.18

20,000 $2.50

105.700 2.23

40,219 2.27

20,000 2.06

272.000 2.-19

198,972 ' 2.14

656,891 ' ' 2.20

75,000 2.13

116.343 2.21

191.343 2.18

72,170 NA 69,722

97,591 1.91 · - 106,589

Total Emergency Purchases by Pipelines and

Distributor Companies      - 1,087,867' 2.18

Transportation of Gas for Others (Section .311 (a) )

Total . 303,867

2.50

1.91

Week Ending

. 9/8/79 · 9/22/79

Average · Average

Price Average Price Average

($/Mcf) . Mef/d ($/Mci) Mcf/d

--

2.09

2.21

2.16

2.18

30,000

150.000

42.041

20,000

239,000

182,725

663,766

' 75,000

142.104

217,104

848,234 2.20 880,870

2.16, 169,761 NA 171,311

1.017,995 NA

209,099

1,052,181

333,277

 Source: FERC Staff bi-weekly monitoring reports of emergency purchases made by interstate pipe-
line companies and distributor companies from intrastate pipeline companies.

CS,
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Texas Eastern Seeks Advane. ApprovAl for 'Ratq Treatment of R&D Costs for Project to
Produce Natural Gas from,-Codl Seams

../.. I

On 10/4/79 the FERC iss,yed notice=fc :ap.etition .filled bn 9/217?9 by Texas·t·Eastern
Transmission Corp. (RP79-81) seeking adv,ance approvh.1 fek r'at¥'treatineht of - -'"1
research, developmenti and demonstration costs relatihg -tb 'its prb'posed participa- Qi- r.

tion -- together witht PSE&G Research Corp., Texas Energy Services, Inc. and Sun v
Gas Co. -- in an RGD project forthe production.Qf naturd.1: gas-from-coal seams-.
located in Tuscaloos* County, Alabama..- The total-proje6t'cos€wisnestimated,at_
$13,937,000, of whick *bout: $3,484,000.represents the total'cipital-investment .

--

requirement for Texas Eastern as one of the four participantsr Texas Eastern,

seeks advance approval for accounting and rate treatment fori these R&D expendi-
tures pursuant to Orde*, No. 566 (RM76-17) , which prescribes guidelines and pro-
cedures for such treati*ent by natural gas .pipelines and electric utilities, and by

-

research organizations, supported by several jur isdictional companips. <
\

In its petition, Texas, Eastern explained"tha€ in 1976 it-participated ina study
with INTERCOMP Resource Development & Engine€rifig, Inc. on.the·-Efeasibility,of
producing methane from codil seams. That- study,_TeMas Eastern said, concludet[- that
gas resources trapped in coal·seams diteed-'hurt-dreds of trillion cubic feet and

that production rates. from some of the seams could be obtained that would result
in economically attractive prdjects. Subsequently, INTERCOMP submitted a plan for

·b.

a project to develop, and demonstrate in codhercial quantities -the-production-of ' .

gas from coal seams in Tuscaloosa County. Texas Eastern decided to participate in
the project - to,bal known as the Tuscol project -- which will be divided' into -

three phases and take four years to complete. INTERCOMP will manage the entire

project and act as dperator through completion of Phase II when it may relinquish
such duties (except *planning, managing and engineering) to .a designaked operator.

4 .

More specifically, Phase I will include (1) lease acquisitions in the Warrior
Basin, Tuscaloosa,County; (2) collection and evaluation of data on the area;.' 03) I
selection of a siteiwhere the depth. oft the coal beds is representative of ' those ' in ,
the area; (4) preparation of a complete· and detailed design of the test ·wells;  and.'®"
(5) obtaining necessary permits, including water disposal permits. Phase II will
involve the drilling, of four test wells; principally to determine which coal seamso..
will contribute significantly to the" production of gas and which shold .therefore
be developed. If s_ustained production rates from all four wells indicate that · -
development· of theproject should continue into Phase III, a well module design
will be developed. b Also, prior to commencement of Phase III, all land acquisitions
will be completed dnd · all gas purchase- and sales agreements finalized. Ph;se/III
will involve the drilling and completion of about 92 additional wells to demon-
strate the commercial feasibility of gas production from coal sdams. A teoting
and monitoring program ;will also be developed to determine whether the *foject-is -
achieving design specifications.

Texas Eastern noed that the DOE has recently undertaken a prograin to deinbkisbratef .
the feasibility 66:recovering commercial quantities of methane from virgin coal j
beds --. which objqctive has not yet been achieved. While the- Tuseol.-project will -
differ in numerous: respects from this DOE program, developments will be dobitated i.li i
in order to ensure ·that its project does not overlap or-duplitate_that_or Any, -
other existing RGO., project or program. Also, as a member,of the Gas Research -- -
Institute, Texas,gastern will be kept informed on GRI and gas industry efforts in ' 1
this area.

, Tri /7- i
1 f.-1
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, ···. :"In.·supbolitidf--the project,_rexas Eastern noted that.,its.*stimated reserve life has
· ,:·.. '9 2 rdimirli*h*d, ln'ttie--pa,t decade from.16.7 years io 1967.to.'861.years in 1978., Also,i© - '.its'projec€66 ie*els of curtaiiment :for, the 1979 summer and the 1979Z1980 winter ,.i eXT

5:9. periods;..respec€ive19,- tepresen€.systemwidd .aggregate curtailments bE 0.303 and.
·1·.-,„° 4:9,60@%.lof i *tio*ity'2'us*s. As percentage 6f annual system requirements, these
«r cur:tai,Unliss :keDreseAE aggregates. of 19.33% and 15.03%7 rdspectively, for these

r .'c«i f: .trw6 per*ibd*t,,1- Although - th* pipeline ' s-gas"shortage has bein somewhat alleviated by
: '·,1.'reddht.4vailabillty '6f 'surplus SUpplies from:the intrastatd market, "this situa-

.:: -tion 'i'#fi'terdix:;rary-orily;· Tdxds'Eastern does. not believe that it can rely on the
46 - ·cobtihued>availdbility:of suchsurplus, nor .on the contintidd' availability of emer- .
7 - 20- gericy *is) 1£89 1:6ngZtejbm gas supply -requirements. Establishing new gaseous energy ,
·{' :-' s6urce*>2*34'*itioally important' to alleviating the nation's shortage of gas; 'the
74.-:5·«devel*@*nAA.ofathese-new gas*3us. energy sources requiie ·expanded research ,

....

devetopmerituand' demonstration . .'. efforts in,the area *f supplemehtal and alter-
' /. Dna*i«.fuels gas#*U \"f ' - -->V .

1-' =. *; .SUBi:eAL«court Denies Review of Ibwer .Court.Decisions Involving Abandonment,I iT

.i,,t'Curtailment ahd. Conttact--Interpretation Questions

On 10/1/79 'the U.S. Supreme Court denied petitions for cer€lotari with respect to
-th* following decisions:

'f ' Il) -· A' Fifth S.ircuit decision of 1/11/79 affirming an FPC ruling (issued on
5 ' , .4726/77) that· the State of Texas (or its agency) and Superiot-'Oil; Co. must obtain

abahdonment authorization under Section. 1 (b): before royalty 'gas whidh the School
.

' · Land Bpard of -Texas elected td take in-kind and contracted to sdll directly to
Pliblit :Service Co. of North Carolina · (RP76-103) may be withdrawn from sale by'

. *. · - ,- Sup*#oc* in-i-nterstate commerce to Natural Gas Pipeline Co. :of America. State of :51-
d :MOrt'··5;iolhi*iadi=*i:.FERC,·No8.- 78-1585 et al.

·· . ./..,«. , .. I,

49*»'*ii*:*Fi,6169=*s .here involved· :Ds produced. by Superi9r from: Ehree stati leases in
th*:·E[*gh.Is«land Field; offshore Texas and has been' hold to Natural since 1971. In
...

' 197* .the ..Crut. agreement covering these leases was revised- tdspermit Texas to take
{ q .{ith:,c6*alty gas. in-kind, and Superior's certificate was subsequently amended to

--fed*nize.:,this right (but not to authorize Superior to divett dedicated gas from
. the?'i'rifters.tate mafket without abandonment authorization) . 1 The School Land Board
 df·-:Tex** ther»a#ter contracted to se11 royalty gas to Public Service (a distributor

- '-: f - fc'uitomier of. Transcontinental Gas Pipe Line Corp.),over a limited period at a rate
r. '6£.$1.44/Mcf. Transco, however, refused to transport the gas, without a Commission

rrulfh thatabandonment authori ty was not necessary. Accordihgly, Public Service
.  .;j*El*Lonedu fof,.a dediaratory order that the FPC lacked jurisdiction ta. require

:-r·.0. · - :4158hdonment authorization in this case. The petition contended that since neither
3 the,State of Te]Eis nor the School Land Bord of Texas was a--natural gas company as
. ddfined t,y the,Natural Gas Act, there was no impediment undar Settion 7(b) of the

84. 6.-: Aet; dr·'otherwise· to preclude €hd -sald :and transportation 6f .the-'royalty gas to
PS.bHE ·Sek:vice. -.„ I '

.

43, : - In' iti:ddclaratory order .issued 4/26/77,- the FPC agreed that ne·itkier a state nor a
stataligwnky, is h jurisdictional natural gas company, but noted· that the -reserves

* 21:kf- Coffir4d, ty: at least two of the three. leases were dedicated ·to :interstate commerce
t=1144.. 'Wtie::Snlierior' coi*merped sales to Natural,in 1971 pursuant to 'an' FPC certificate.
**:5 -4 -Onceed#ditatedl the.reserves remained dedicated." The FPC thus concluded·· that,

,

]*RY-1 · slnceligas from. the two leases became encumbered with the obligations of inter'state ' -- „-
ihj : dedication, that: gas could notbe withdrawn from interstate. sale.,wi thout Cornmis- *. 1.1
!*25' ' sion authority. 4

.

.167
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In affirming the ,Comdission, the ,.Fifth Circui·t primdrifr-relied.,on .gle.Supreme:. ·: ·
Court's Sothland Royalty decis-ion-(4,36 U.S.- 5191; hoftling that -d<edicatipn of· gas ·.

- r. 69 - C! 4... -

th the int*rstate market creafes.,ta continuing bbhgatfidn to-provide seryice unless .,1
-

abandonment approval] isi obtained«and that th'is bbl-igation to sdrve Attaches.to
the gas itself. The Figth Cirfujt said Southland Royalty' *tablished the principle  '
that any party -- whether or nptia "natural gas company" -- &csuiescing in the..
"dedication" of its gas .to interstate commerce:, becBmesrBbli*itdd' 80 continue. the 7:.
dedicated ·service or seek Commission approval to)hbandon: Thos,:,the Couct , .
declared, the fact ' that Texas gan,nevers,become a ".natuk'al gali'camIAnyt is , ., . ..04

irrelevant once Texas 4as al.1gwedcits .gas to be dedicated 49 interstate service. ,
The Fifth Circuit 6#soj,ejecte ·petitioners' contention that the Commission's
attempt to regulate st*e-owned-gas amounted- to an undonstitutional .intrusion on .4
state sovereignty. The ?usir)@ss 9ngaged in by Texas here', the Court stated, "is
an operation indistinguishable from like commercial activities of private busi-
ness. It is precisely this sort of state activity that may be subject tofederal s -
regulation." (See REPORT NOS. 1080, pp4-12; 1102, pp18-21;, 1176, App. pp9-10;

--1193, pp24-25.) - -

(2) A Fifth Circuit decision-of' 3/20/70 affirming FPC Opinion Nos. 807:and 807-A
which -- in response to a complaint by Lehigh Portland Cement Co. (RP75-79), a
direct interruptible customer of Florida Gas Transmission Co. -- held that FGS's-' ·
e*isting curtailment plan was unreasonabl@· abd uAduly dtscriminatoryi because of
preference accorded. to indirect;oyer direct'int:6rruptible customers»with similar
end uses, and ordered procee*kngs. to develop. S new curt-ailment plan providing- 3
equal treatment to direct and indirect customers. Seb,/ing Utilities Commission v.
FERC, No. 78-1878. I .
-'

, E- ..

In addition to' upholding Opinion Nos. 807 and 807-A (issued 6/24/77 and 9/22/77,
respectively), the Fifth Circuit also affirmed FPC dismissal of-a petition and-
complaint by Fort Pierce Utility·Authority of thibc City of Fort. Pierce, Florida and'
seven other Florida cities (CP77-147) askibg the -Commission to grder curtailment

' of transportation gas on FGT' s system and 'to requird; as .a condition of continued
transportation, prorata curtailment of, transportation· contract volumes along with
volumes to which direct.preferred interruptible customers would otherwise be
entitled. (See REPOBT No. 1204/ pp25-28.-)

: - 2-St,L(G.!0

(3) Louisiana state court dec*sigons holding that(Gy'alt*' payments bArkansils
Louisiana Gas=Co. (RI76-28) to·the: U. S. Go*erhmen'E-Tor.gas produced in. ther·Slige
Field.*saeeeter-Partstrre£eudes,ana triggered a fav6red ndtion ,clause in A 1952 eon- '
tradt witFrank J..,Hall et al.„ a'group-of indepejndeht"oducers. Arkansas D 2
Louisiana Gas Co. v. Frank J. Hall, Sos. 78-986 et al. -''.

...

In 1977, a Louisiana district court held''for'the Hall' group .in.a breach of :con-
.

tract suit and awarded substantial .damaged. ''Otirappeal; the Second Circuit Court -
of Appeals of Louisiana affirmed« the trial court in regard to activation of the ,
favored nation clause by the royalty payments in questian, but .remanded:.the 'case
for a recalculation qf damages... Subsequently, the Supreme. Court. of Iputisiana -j
denied Arkla's petition for.,revilew.F,1/

::

..

. I. I ' ' : '"'. 9.1 3£

1/ The Louisiana. Supreme''C6orts#Shnt,ed a related petition. for' cettibrar'£ filed by
the Hall group· for the limitedf·purpose of considering the level of damages.% On ,
3/5/79 the Louisiana Supreme Court approved damages for the period 1961 to©1972 on
the basis of. the trial. court'saward '(rejected by the state court of appeals) .
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, 'p.,  ... 9.,11 - 1Dur'ing thej'pendency of the litiga*Lon in the Louisi@na state courts, Ackla peti-

tioned theMPR for a declaratory or-der that th& faveked nat*ion! clausect,Outts con»'f·k 
tract with *6ande:*,».Hall B,=,iM was not triggered 898 r6yia#y, payments tel)he'U.S.
Government because Arkla did not· "purchase" gas from another'producer in, the Sligo

Field at a higher price. The Commission denied thiso petition on 3/8/76 because of
· its 1.,policy to,defer-action·..on contract questions presented.to' it involving juris-

dictional jales ,which are pending .in court. " Arkla appealed this ruling to the
D.C. 'C,ircuit -Which, on 5/25/78, granted the Commission' s mbtion for remand of the

record.. The FERC subsequently requested briefs diracted ' t» whether it had primary
jurisdiction over the above mal:tet and, if so, whethes it,·#hould exercise such

jurisdiction in the_ciERumstances 9f this case.L_(.Se*RElk2r-Mepr4043-r-ppH-46-
1 *'6:11--4697.-Flt9920*- :#'6*66*u<X ? A- /-1:,»-c-

./

. 2 01-L(L 'paLL ' ''  . C : r.. afti . ... rfky <d«|F *4 -: J
i ·· Moce-cecentl¥*- on 5/18/79.r=*he@EER* reaffitined the C*nisslon's earlier determina-

,u ,=st?149 #LS£'«cise jurisdictiob'over- the matter here- involved, butbnoted-*tr
isagreement with prior Commission policy of "automatid" deferral to state courts

of contract questions· pending therein. Rather, the FERC declared, Commission
assertion of jurisdiction .over contractual issues otherwise litigable in state
courts should depend on (1) whethet the Commission'-possess&s some special expertise
which makes the case peculiarly apDropriate„ fdr Commission decision; (2) whether
there is a need for uniformity of interpretat&on of the type of question raibed by
the dispute; and· 63) whether the case is important in .relation to theregulatory

responsibilities of the Commidion.. In the ca&6 at hand, the FEfound no issue
involving its special expertise, no need --'or- even possibility -- for uniform
interpretation of all favored nation clausek,' hnd„no major limpack on its.regula-

tory responsibilities. In thfs last cohnection the.FER€ noted that the Hall group made no',claim for -damages.higher than, th6' applicable,area ceiling„rates,dhdc that 11
the dama#es awarded by.thd Louiaiand cdufts presumably would-not exceed :ttiese.

"

I : ... ./f....
C eMA;:,D fLE,LE.108/2123 *, r.-- 2 .,1 · -',d . : . ''' H *4 .:Lk?·'

.Ten th/¢ir¥*it Dismisses -General- M6tors' Appeal frdm·'FERC 'Orders' -Regarding Load Growth
on Cities,·ISer:vices.' System as Net'Ripe fer:.Judicialf-Revi·ew ,

4 .

4 ·
On 10/11/79 the U.S. Court of. Appeals.for the Tenthr Circuit 'dismissed' a petition
by General Motors Corp. for. review of FPC orders· issued .12/12>77 'and 2/8/78 'in
the Cities Servic, Gas Co. curtailment ;proceedino (RP75-62) Sith respect to load
growth. In a clarification of certain prior orders, the 12/12/17 order'asserted

u . that any restrictions on' load'growth·iA®6'ded in/the'future"after further hearings
., would be· applied „prospectively only. The Commission denitd rehearing on 2/8/78.

The Tenth Circuit held. that the challenged·orders did not' decide the growth
-- 1 -*'...

restriction 'question andihente'diM' 'not-*onstitat*:C final *action for purposes of
judicial review. - Genefal, Motors .Corp.5-v. -*ERC,-' INo.:-78-1101.2

' 5..  .: 5

The orders under review.were an outgrowth of'FPC Opinion No. 805 (issued 6/14/77) '
which prescribed a permanent curtailment plan for/:Cities and, among other things,
required termination of load growth on the pipeline' s system effective 1/1/78.' To
implement the curtailment plan, the Commission -directed Cities to establish an,
Index of Requirements effective 1/1/78 based_ on 'customer end-use profiles fot
loads attached on that dat,e, with an appropriate adjustment for weather conditions.
The Commission said this approach; would end growth based on gas transported by
Cities, 'but would still permit distributors to serve new customers-from volumes'
resulting -from conservation measures, attrition among customers, peak shaving, --
etc. Cities subsequently sought relief from,compliance with the Opinion. No. 805 4-/load. grow€h restriction- because of sufficient supply _to permit continued:growth in
.high priority requirements. In Opinion NO. 805:-A issued 842/77, the,Commission
reopened the proceeding for further evidence on' the load growth question and,

1-
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pending>'a dedisich,,postponed the 1/1/78 effective date.for implementing the. Index -
of Requirements. Howev*r, in a '9/30/77 'order denying rrheatifto,-sEh&-Cdimi idsion

4 Adlrected Cities to file, aili Iddex of Requirents ras.of:=1/1/78 )for·idforrfiA'tional ./
x patkooes- and- "warned". thall pgnding a. final Cdecision, lany load-additions »by: Cities'

distributor dustor,iGrs ''Aftdr 1/1/78,would be ,at-thei-t own riSIG' " f".1-: T
-

Thereafter, becaust:Of 'under tdinties created· for:"the. .r.esidential construction
industry by the "waY·ning'tin the 9/30/77 order, the Commi*ion *ira Sponte 'isued a
further order· on ]!2/12-/77- clarifying that any index:' of requitemints 'imosed on
Cities' system would' not be' based on. connections. as.of 1/1/78 <but -instead would be /

, applied prospectively only. fefring to testimonyein: a U:S.-District Cburt pro-
ceeding, the Commission*hid'the»economic consequenees of-a€torittorium ofi r#hiden-
·tial constructidn iK Citilas''service area during the approximatelj onelyear period
needed to reach a load growth decision could be substantial. Thus, the FERC
declared, "overriding .copsideratigns-18(licate a >need.tocrevilid theadmorti€ion in
prior orders to Cities'' diftfbution companies©: (See REPORT<NOS. '.1110 , pp2<-26;

3 e . ./ '

General Motors objected to theshift reflected :in:the.12/12/77-order -- which, had
the effect of permitting/Citids -€o. add customers (presumably higher' in 'priori€y
than General Motors)1 pertdiAg r,esolutip,n. of. ths index of- requiremen-ts matier --
from a possible index b*sed on 1>1/78 conditions to, a possible - index based 6n
condi·tions at aome ptospective tifne in the future. General Mot:ers futthert
objected to issuance:>off-the' Order sua.sponte without. additional hearings or' addi-

, tions to the Kecorti.:        , .,; '. ' I. ':..9.'.i. ......
... 1 ty ..

-

.C '

The Tenth. Circuit toncluded"that tthd challegged orders.mustbe viewed in the con-
text'of an ongoing=(prbceeding'and h*nceare not,ripe, forjudicial review> While

*.:;.

General Motors" core objection td the change from-,a January '1:date-to a,,prospecU-

tive dat® for'applicattidn af any requirements index'telates to a specific, a.f 4%r, .,.e:..
the Court stated, this change is "in the context of'ongoing condideFation o'f ,the, ' '- -
many facts of the durt*ilment· plan:"- Fuitherit dhe:1Codit- Gsa*]A:1,-]:th; IC@*SS@hion' S

_-had. tti* authority to-'make- Ette -change *ua.«SES*nte An the basis'-bf the*,existi*r...1
record without a petition re<Iueiting actioh. ·"The Coinmisbion has a' continu'ing-
duty to consider the consequences. of« actions it has- taken in ongoing proceedings,
and to ma'ke adjustments, it cgnsiders to -be in·the' ·Dublic ihterest. The.oriioal
record contained adquate data to:support the' Commisdion's change in the date¢."

'

The Tenth Circuit >decision was handed down.by Chief «Judge.Sdth, who was joined by
Judge Breiten@teirr. The third. member of .the panel (Judge»McKay'). dissent:ed. on the
ground that the cHall¢ing*d orders p-- which -had·the effett of encouraging or ...
permitting substantfil new gas user connedtionitin times<of recurring gas supply
shortages -- dould tio< be-reakistical:19,·assdssed" 6 imlk>sing- no--firwil or
ir revocable damage tocustomers 'placed in an allocition position ' inferior to the· '
new hookups. '1

, ...     -

'..a . I. . ...
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'FERCLAames' Rdy«·A. "Huber. ··as«Adtibg? Dize,8tok-of pu6iic Iilioft@€I*«·Di*isidh ' '· ,
- I

-.
It-

.. 2 dn fdk,2377'9 Kerine.th S. LeviridiIADirect.oft,·the 'FERC' 0£5*ce ),¢*ongrissionl and "'D .
3-Public <Affairilf.abodantdd''the appoint:@At of-' Rap-*.'' Hl;ber as. *cking birector-of'
:the Commissran«s Division of·'Public Information: Mrt«Ht}ber;#ined the Officeof

'31 .

4' - .: ··4' Cdngred'sional *Ad 'Public Affairs.irk-Maydof 1979 and lidslser*edrsuc-cessively. as 1-

".,;cbngressidba.4/"liaiso*foffiepf,A:public -inforrdatiori spe61*lis€.and consumer affairs
< ' 1« -, _consubtan.t.''.:" 9 . . 4

4.

1.. 4

T

.

4

- :Previsty, Mr/Huber served'' from:'1966*'through?'19·18 'As -AdmintsfratiVe" Assistant to
:'

-Congreliian*Yed B,. -Rooney»6f ·Pelins'ylvania, Tdiredtint@ .public Iand, piess relations
:.--, :and-ljislativii'-ati»ipies.€':For:sfveral years'l-Driof to 1966, Mr. cHuber was a

1, 4'

, 9-*'repotter'mfor the:GIdbe%-Timed..A*wspaper-in Bethlehem, P*n,jsylvhoigrand'won a'series
:, '-1 4 -,¢>f Pinzyi?,6:lii*:)*wspaper:Dubli*eki# Arss@iation'-swar"ds 'for gover,pe« newf, a
--- r .::j.-weit*1€il'idted€iliati,#630epdrtiR«'and polifical -commeritary.*:

* & '

T

' 9, i,

:' TEejDXVit*<9n. 8*3#llbic,knforma-tior:, is'one of three divisipns :in the recently '·,
1-1 , · organiied),Offide+of X»ner»ssional iand. Public Affairs. --The othir two divisions are
a* / 96ngl?,65'iloiial 'R@tati.044' *hd-*ohst#ner>:,Aff,airs. -

4/
r

.W..1 CD:

:. :, FERC Dis86Weinue*45-Data Colledtion Forms; Elininationiof 4Five: Additional Forms
i ' Proposed -4 1 i.„· ' e. 4

I -
..

.9
-I...L r--.

u - On 10/23/79-the. FERC »shed-Order No«531(RM79=38)>adoptih* atproposal to discon-
tinlie uie of 15 datalcollectioti forms rip 107967 needed by' the Commission to carry

. .,1

out'its-.regolatbri»responsibilities. .
4 t'.

.t, 'Af': p#:': 4.'..1 I . /79

dhly' th«*02 -the 15 fgrm*Ltp :,b,3ak*coniEinued:relate :te,natural,gas: r., (1) Form::17
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